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Danny Wright 

He served in Borneo with 1 SAS Sqn 
and two tours of Vietnam with 2 SAS 

Sqn and a further tour with the AATTV.  
He was one of the very best.  

RIP Dan 
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Welcome to our November list—#204 which contains many sought-after titles. As we go to press we 

learn the sad news of the passing of the great SAS soldier Danny Wright. He served in Borneo with    

1 SAS Sqn and two tours of Vietnam with 2 SAS Sqn and a further tour with the AATTV with his 

great mate Dave Scheele, DCM (RIP). He was known as ‘Dangme’ or ‘Jack from Wewak’ by most who 

knew him. He made his name generally in the military parachuting world and as a PJI, taught many 

of us gormless youths the finer points. He was one of the very best. RIP Dan. 

 I’m very happy with the high quality of these books many of which are not often seen. In the 

main it’s to do with the size of the print run the author has decided on. If it’s only 100-150 then they 

will disappear overnight. And generally a revised edition reprint is not done due to a lack of funds 

and the gamble of getting left with them. The SIMMO book we did a year or so is a case in point. We 

tossed up whether to do 1,000 or 750 given that we did it pro bono and plan to give all proceeds to 

selected veterans charities when all sold. We went for the 1,000 given it was cheaper to do 1,000 than 

750 (don’t ask). So here we sit having sold around 850 with the remaining 150 left to go. So it would be 

good to sell them and free up some shed space—then we can distribute the funds and move on. I also 

plan to do a limited run of exclusive leather-bound copies (price yet to be determined). If interested in 

this give me a bell.  

 As this list comes out we see a daily dose of ‘SAS slamming’ generally by the Fairfax newspapers 

and the ABC. And Chris Masters writing a book about them is not at all helpful. This must stop now!! 

As usual I dedicate this list to those members who endure the slings and arrows of not only the bad 

guys but our own people as well. Lets hope we see some maturity displayed pretty soon. M & J 

 Glossary of Terms (and conditions) 
 

Returns: books may be returned for refund within 7 days and only if not as 
described in the catalogue. 
NOTE:  If you prefer to receive this catalogue via email, let us know on in-
fo@imprimaturbooks.com.au  
 

My Bookroom is open each day by appointment – preferably 
in the afternoons. Give me a call. 
 
Abbreviations: 8vo =octavo size or from 140mm to 240mm, ie normal size book, 
4to = quarto approx 200mm x 300mm (or coffee table size); d/w = dust wrapper; 
pp = pages; vg cond = (which I thought was self explanatory) very good condition. 
Other dealers use a variety including ‘fine’ which I would rather leave to coins etc. 
Illus = illustrations (as opposed to ‘plates’); ex lib = had an earlier life in library 
service (generally public) and is showing signs of wear (these books are generally 
1st editions mores the pity but in this catalogue most have been restored); eps + 
end papers, front and rear, ex libris or ‘book plate’; indicates it came from a 
private collection and has a book plate stuck in the front end papers. Books such 
as these are generally in good condition and the book plate, if it has provenance, 
ie, is linked to someone important, may increase the value of the book, inscr = 
inscription, either someone’s name or a presentation inscription; fep = front end 
paper; the paper following the front cover and immediately preceding the half title 
page; biblio: bibliography of sources used in the compilation of a work (important 
to some military historians as it opens up many other leads). or.cl. = original cloth 
generally indicating there is no dust wrapper; restored; generally means a book 
has had the treatment by a book binder. New end papers, glued or sewn spine, 
even new boards. The value of rare books can be greatly enhanced if they are 
restored professionally. ‘Back-yarders’ should desist from attempting to restore 
books! There are many reputable binders around the place who will do a good job 
at a good price.  By the way, the number that appears in brackets in the catalogue, 
ie (1814) is a data base number so no need to quote it when ordering. 
Postage is always extra and insurance is available upon request. Overseas 
orders by credit card only. Postage will be by cheapest and most practical 
means possible unless otherwise requested. (In Australia, Express Post is 
the quickest and carefully handled by Australia Post. Express Post has 
increased to $17 for a 3kg satchel (this includes everything OVER 500gms 
and under 3kg). So if you want it quick use Express—bit slower is the 3kg 
red satchel - $15 which includes post pack and TLC).  
 
Our terms for first-time buyers are ‘payment up front’.  Established buyers 
can pay by credit card, cheque, money order etc on receipt of an invoice.  
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Aviation 

 

204/1. (9798)  Anderson, Peter. Mustangs of the RAAF and RNZAF.  A.H. & A.W. Reed, Sydney,  1975. 1st ed, large 4to 
in protected d/w, fully illustrated, appendices, index, pp108, **the North American P-51 Mustang was one of the most fa-
mous fighter aircraft of all time. It served in over 20 air forces for 34 years of military service. It entered Australian service after 
WW2 and saw extensive action in Korea with 77 Sqn. The NZAF also flew Mustangs in four sqns, vg cond, A$48. 

204/2. (7893)  Bowyer, Chaz. Fighter Command 1936-1968.  J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd, London, 1980. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
price-clipped d/w (now protected), plates, appendices, biblio, index, pp205, **an outstanding overview of the RAF's Fight-
er Command before, during and after WW2. In 1968 it became RAF Strike Command. Some outstanding photos of some of the 
great aces, Johhny Johnson, Tuck, Finucane, Malan and the VC winner Eric Nicholson, vg cond, A$36. 

204/3. (8137)  Bowyer, Chaz. Bomber Boys.  BCA, London, 1983. Book Club edition, 8vo in d/w, plates, biblio, index, 
pp222, **over 55,000 air crew of Bomber Command lost their lives in WW2. But, unlike their much-celebrated counterparts in 
Fighter Command, the bomber boys flew beneath the radar, as it were. This book reveals the heroic bomber crews and their planes, 
vg cond, A$27. 

204/4. (8803)  Bungay, Stephen. The Most Dangerous Enemy: A History of the Battle of Britain.  Aurum Press, Lon-
don, 2001 (fp2000). Reprint, 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, inscr in fep, chapter notes, appendices, biblio, index, 
pp494, **Oberst Beppo Schmid, Head of Luftwaffe Intelligence, said on 22 Nov 1939 'of all Germany's possible enemies, Britain is 
the most dangerous', vg cond, A$20. 

204/5. (9370)  Cooksley, Peter G. The RFC/RNAS Handbook 1914-1918.  Sutton Publishing, UK, 2000. 1st ed, 4to in 
good d/w, fully illustrated, appendices, biblio, index, index, pp208, **the Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Naval Air Ser-
vice were there for the duration of the war - they were the precursors for the formation of the Royal Air Force, vg cond, A$34. 

204/6. (10306)  Cooper, Anthony. Darwin Spitfires: The Real Battle for Australia.  New South Publishers, Sydney, 
2011. 1st ed, large trade 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, notes,  biblio, index, pp516, **the story of the RAAF's No. 1 
Fighter Wing comprising both Australian and British Spitfire pilots in their up-hill struggle against the 70 odd Japanese bombing 
raids on Darwin and surrounds, an important record, vg cond, A$25. 

204/7. (2870)  Davis, Pedr. Charles Kingsford Smith : Smithy, The World's Greatest Aviator.  Lansdowne Press,  Syd-
ney, 1985. (fp1977). Reprint, 4to in d/w, narrative pictorial, index, pp162, **Smithy's accomplishments made him the great-
est trans-world flier of them all, vg cond, A$28. 

204/8. (7614)  Faber, Harold (ed). Luftwaffe: An Analysis by Former Luftwaffe Generals.  Sidgewick & Jackson, Lon-
don, 1979. (fp USA 1977). Ist Eng. Ed, large 8vo in d/w, index, pp264, **a condensation of 12 volumes written by former key 
officers of the German Air Force. Contributors include Milch, Udet, Jeschonnek, Wever, Stumpff, Kreipe and Koler, sl. foxing in 
prelims else vg cond and uncommon, A$45. 

204/9. (9872)  Grinsell, Robert (text) & Watanabe, Rikyu (illustrations). Focke-Wulf FW 190.  Jane's Publishing, London, 
1980. 1st UK ed, very large 4to in laminated colour boards, fully illustrated, 2 x large gate-fold illustrations, pp48, **the 
famous Focke-Wulf which was the only reliable light attack bomber in any great numbers in the Luftwaffe, vg cond, A$25. 

204/10. (3244)  Herington, John. Air War Against Germany & Italy 1939-1943. (Official History of Australia in the 

War)  AWM, Canberra, 1962 (fp1954). Reprint, large 8vo in bumped d/w, plates and maps, footnotes, appendices, ab-
breviations & definitions, index, pp731, **describes the part played by increasing numbers of Australians in the first four years 
of the air war in Europe and the Middle East. Part of the official history of WW2, good cond, A$36. 

204/11. (4705)  Johnson, S.H. (Syd). It's Never Dark Above the Clouds.  Author, Perth, 1994. 1st ed, 4to in card covers, 
inscribed, plates, index, fold-out radar chart prepared for the raid on Magdeburg, Jan '45, log book records, newspaper 
article loose in fep, pp174, **Pathfinder squadrons 156, 582 and 7 of Bomber Command, a really well written and exciting narra-
tive by an Australian Lancaster navigator, vg cond and now scarce, A$65. 

204/12. (7145)  Lewis, Wing-Commander Gwilym H. DFC. Wings Over the Somme 1916-1918.  William Kimber, Lon-
don, 1976. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, newspaper article tipped in at fep, plates, index, pp205, **the author's account of life in a 
RFC squadron in WW1. He claimed 12 victories. During WW2 he served on Churchill's  Joint Planning Staff, vg cond and un-
common, A$36. 

204/13. (9314)  McCudden, James, VC. Flying Fury.  John Hamilton Ltd, London, 1933 (fp1930). Reprint in restored 
bindings, new eps, large 8vo in blue cloth (lacks d/w), plates (portrait in frontis), pp270, **McCudden was one of the he-
roes of the Royal Flying Corps winning VC, DSO, MC, MM & Croix de Guerre, good cond, A$28. 
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204/14. (9407)  Oughton, Frederick. The Aces.  Neville Spearman, London,1961. 1st ed, large 8vo in pr.cl but protect-
ed d/w, plates, appendices list all aces and their victories incl Mannock, VC (73) and Richtoven (80), biblio, index, 
pp390, **the great names are all here: Ball, VC (44); Bishop, VC (72); Mannock, VC (73); McCudden, VC (58); Fonk (F) (75); 
Rickenbacker (US) (26); Richtoven (G) (80); Udet (G) (62); and many more; a great reference, vg cond, A$30. 

204/15. (9876)  Parkin, Ray. Thirty Years Down the Arse End: The Saga of One Aircrew Other Than the Pilot.  Au-
thor, NSW, 2009. 1st ed (limited to 20 copies only), large 8vo in navy cloth with gold titles, one plate, page 278a in-
serted later, pp332, **a chronicle of the life of an Australian serviceman of absolutely no distinction. He was an air gunner, 
wireless operator, signaller and air electronics officer. They were aircrew in 206 Sqn RAF, Coastal Command, good cond, 
A$28. 

204/16. (779)  Price, Alfred. Spitfire : A Complete Fighting History.  PRC, UK, 1991. Reprint, large 4to in d/w, fully 
illus, appendices list technical data, pp301, **the most famous aircraft ever to serve in the RAF; it remained in production for 
12 years, vg cond, A$25. 

204/17. (8638)  Reilly, Robin. The Sixth Floor: The Heroic Story of the RAF Raid on Shell House, Copenhagen - the 

Planning, the Action and the Unforeseen Tragedy.  Leslie Frewin, London, 1969. 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, 
plates, appendices, index, pp224, **the story of the RAF Mosquito raid on the Gestapo HQ in Copenhagen in 1945. The Dan-
ish prisoners were held on the 6th floor and most escaped. The tragedy was they accidentally bombed a primary school killing 
nearly 100 children, vg cond and uncommon, A$35. 

204/18. (9388)  Rickenbacker, Captain Eddie V. (CO 94th Pursuit Sqn, USAS). Fighting the Flying Circus.  Bailey Bros 
& Swinfen, Ltd, 1973 (fp1919). Reprint, 8vo in pr cl d/w, inscr in fep, plates and maps, chart of victories of 94th Aero 
Sqn, index, pp296, **Rickenbacker's description of the exploits of the US 94th Aero Sqn in the 8 months they were on the West-
ern Front. Rickenback won the Congressional Medal of Honor. He shot down 26 enemy aircraft, vg cond, A$26. 

204/19. (1630)  Southall, Ivan. Fly West.  Angus and Robertson, London, 1974. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w and mylar, illus, 
price clipped on fep, glossary, pp175, **Southall served in 461 Sqn RAAF Sunderlands in WW2, vg cond and hard to 
find, A$26. 

204/20. (7080)  Townshend Bickers, Richard. The First Great Air War.  Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1988. 1st ed, 
8vo in d/w, plates, performance data of all combat planes, index, pp277, **the story of air combat operations in WW1 
generally over the Western Front; an excellent and well researched reference, vg cond, A$32. 

 

Espionage 

 

204/21. (9888)  Arms, Thomas S. Encyclopedia of the Cold War.  Facts on File, NY, 1994. 1st ed, huge 4to in protected 
d/w, ex lib, plates, alphabetical listing, biblio, index, pp628, **a comprehensive reference to the international power strug-
gle that dominated world politics for almost 50 years, good cond (very heavy book), A$35. 

204/22. (9853)  Bagley, Tennent, H. Spy Wars: Moles, Mysteries and Deadly Games.  Yale Uni Press, USA, 2007. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, a clean ex lib copy, appendices, chapter notes, index, pp313, **a gripping narrative, 
capturing one of the most controversial espionage sagas of the Cold War, vg cond, A$30. 

204/23. (8105)  Beavan, Colin. Operation JEDBURGH: D-Day and America's First Shadow War.  Viking/Penguin, 
London, 2006. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, extensive chapter notes, appendix list Jed 3 man teams, biblio, index, 
pp401, **the Jedburgh concept originated in 1943 when it became obvious the Germans had captured many SOE teams who 
were crucial to the Allied push once the invasion started. The were 300 'Jeds', who were trained in sabotage and mayhem, 
dropped into France in the run-up to D-Day. Their controller was the OSS legend (Wild Bill Donovan), new, A$32. 

204/24. (1540)  Breuer, William, B. MacArthur's Undercover War: Spies, Saboteurs, Guerrilas, and Secret Missions.  
John Wiley, NY, 1995. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, inscription in fep, notes and sources, index, pp257, **an overview of the secret 
war in the Pacific; intelligence played a crucial role in bringing about an Allied victory. In fact MacArthur's whole campaign 
was designed around espionage and guerrilla warfare, vg cond, A$28. 

204/25. (9894)  Conant, Jennet. A Covert Affair: Julia Child & Paul Child in the OSS.  Simon & Schuster, NY, 2011. 
1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, chapter notes, index, pp395, **the remarkable Julia Child who we all thought was a gour-
met chef but this was a cover for her work as an agent in the OSS (forerunner to the CIA), vg cond, A$30. 

204/26. (9571)  de Jong, Ben, Platje, Wies & Steele, Robert David. Peacekeeping Intelligence: Emerging Concepts for 

the Future.  OSS International Press, USA, 2003. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, biblio, index, pp525, **a convincing demon-
stration of the importance of intelligence during peacekeeping operations and the necessity of creating an intelligence structure 
within international organisations such as the UN, vg cond, A$26. 
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204/27. (9618)  Elliott, Geoffrey and Shukman, Harold. Secret Classrooms: An Untold Story of the Cold War.  St Er-
min's Press, London, 2002. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w, plates (one colour drawing), biblio, index, pp246, **the story 
of JSSL (Joint Services School for Linguists) which the Soviets labelled 'a spy school', was a major Cold War initiative which 
pushed 5,000 young UK National Servicemen through intensive training as Russian translators and interpreters, vg cond and 
uncommon, A$32. 

204/28. (9992)  Macintyre, Ben. Double Cross: The True Story of the D-Day Spies.  Crown Publishers, NY, 2012, 1st 
ed, large 8vo in d/w, b/w plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp400, **Operation Fortitude, which protected and enabled 
the invasion on D-Day and the Double Cross system, which specialised in turning German spies into double agents, tricked the 
Nazis into believing the Allies would attack at Calais and Norway rather than Normandy, new cond, A$24. 

204/29. (393)  Masterman, J.C. The Double-Cross System in the War of 1939 to 1945.  ANU Press, Canberra, 1972. 1st 
ed, 8vo in d/w and mylar, inscr in fep, appendices, index, pp203, **by means of the 'double-cross' system the British effec-
tively ran and controlled the German espionage system in England. This is the Masterman Report, vg cond, A$32. 

204/30. (10210)  McGeough, Paul. Kill Khalid: Mossad's Failed Hit and the Rise of Hamas.  Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 
2009. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates and map, chronology, chapter notes, index, pp477, **an account of one of 
the most bizarre assassination attempts in recent history. The target was Khalid Mishal, the political head of Hamas. The attempt 
failed and Mossad was blamed. A murky story, vg cond, A$24. 

204/31. (1555)  Moon, Tom. This Grim and Savage Game: OSS and the Beginnings of US Covert Operations in 

WW2.  Burning Gate Press, Los Angles, 1991. 1st ed, 8vo in mint d/w, index, biblio, apendix, pp341, an action-packed, 
no-holds-barred story of America’s secret warriors of the OSS behind enemy lines in WW2, an absorbing book, vg cond, A$30. 

204/32. (6604)  Moravek, General Frantisek. Master of Spies: The Memoirs of General Frantisek Moravec.  Double-
day, NY, 1975. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, map, pp240, **Frantisek was Chief of Czechoslovak Military Intelligence. He assembled 
one of the most intricate and effective spy networks of WW2 - one that penetrated the German High Command, vg cond and 
uncommon, A$26. 

204/33. (9873)  Owen, David. Hidden Secrets: A Complete History of Espionage and the Technology Used to Sup-

port it.  Firefly Books, London, 2002. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, clean ex lib copy, fully illustrated in colour & 
b/w, glossary, index, pp224, **a compelling look at the real world of the spy, its secret successes and public failures, good 
cond, A$24. 

204/34. (7342)  Paillole, Colonel Paul. Fighting the Nazis: French Military Intelligence and Counter-Intelligence 

1935-1945.  Enigma Books, NY, 2003 (fp in French as 'Services Speciaux' in 2002). 1st Eng. lang ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
plates, charts, index, pp492, **memoirs of the only French officer in on the secrets of D-Day, vg cond A$28. 

204/35. (9918)  Pinto, LtCol Oreste. The Spycatcher Omnibus: The Spy and Counter-spy Adventures of LtCol 

Oreste Pinto (taken from his personal experiences).,  Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1962 (fp1952) 1st omnibus ed, 
8vo in protected, pr. cl. d/w, inscr in fep, pp479. **Pinto, a Dutchman,  spent a lot of his adult life fighting the Germans 
both in WW1 and WW2. He was a member of the French Deuxieme Bureau (the equivalent to Mi5). A great read, vg cond and 
uncommon, A$32. 

204/36. (10196)  Richelson, Jeffrey T. The U.S. Intelligence Community.  Westview Press, USA, 1995 (fp1985), 3rd ed, 
large trade 8vo in card covers, diagrams, acronyms and abbreviations, chapter footnotes, index, pp524, **rated the best 
and most comprehensive overview of US intelligence, good cond, A$25. 

204/37. (10225)  Sebag-Montefiore, Hugh. ENIGMA: The Battle for the Code.  The Folio Society, London, 2005. 6th 
printing, large 8vo in boards, plates, notes, biblio, index, pp455, **a complete history in the battle against Enigma which 
started long before WW2. Hans Thilo Schmidt first handed Enigma manuals to the French Secret Service in 1931, an outstand-
ing history, vg cond, A$42. 

204/38. (4897)  Stafford, David. Secret Agent: The True Story of the Special Operations Executive.  BBC Publishing, 
London, 2000. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, index, biblio, pp254, **published to compliment the BBC series of the same 
name, vg cond, A$36. 

204/39. (6528)  Stafford, David. Camp 'X': Canada's School for Secret Agents 1941-1945.  Lester & Orphen Dennys, 
Toronto, 1986. 1st ed, 8vo ind/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp327, **Camp 'X' was so secret the Canadian gov-
ernment was unaware of its existence. The US and British trained many agents there prior to the US entering the war in 1941, 
vg cond and hard to find, A$34. 

204/40. (4373)  Stripp, Alan. Code Breaker in the Far East: How Britain Cracked Japan's Top Secret Military Codes.  
Oxford University Press, UK, 1995. (fp1989). Reprint, small 8vo in card covers,plates and illus, index, source notes, 
biblio, pp204, **describes how Bletchley Park and it's Indian and Far Eastern outposts broke a series of Japanese codes and ci-
pher systems of dazzling variety and complexity, vg cond, A$28. 
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204/41. (7780)  Tuchman, Barbara. The Zimmermann Telegram.  The Folio Society, London, 2004. Reprint, large 8vo 
in slip-case, plates, code text of the telegram, source notes, biblio, index, pp225, **in Jan 1917, the German Foreign Min-
ister Arthur Zimmermann sent a cable to his Ambassador in Washington for transmission to the German Ambassador in Mexi-
co. Among other things he made an audacious proposal that Germany would support Mexico if it declared war on America. The 
Brits promptly intercepted the telegram, decoded it and pass it on to the Americans who promptly declared war on Germany, 
rivetting stuff, vg cond, A$34. 

204/42. (9620)  West, Nigel. MI5: British Security Service Operations 1909-1945.  The Bodley Head, London, 1981. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, tables indicating the Directors and Roles of each Section 'A to F', index, 396, 
**MI5 is the 'Security Service' of Great Britain. Counter-Intelligence is their raison d'etre. It has been a very secretive and enig-
matic service and has had many successes but also plagued with hostile spies especially Russian, slight spotting else vg cond, 
A$30. 

 

Military Biography 

 

204/43. (7740)  Bainton, Roy. Honoured by Strangers: The Life of Captain Francis Cromie, CB, DSO, RN - 1882-

1918.  Airlife, UK, 2002. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp315, **like T.E. Lawrence, 
Cromie's exploits with British submarines in WW1 reveal a classic British hero; noble, tenacious and beloved by all who served 
under him. Churchill called him 'a man of exceptional gifts', vg cond and uncommon, A$28. 

204/44. (6325)  Blair, Anne. Ted Serong: The Life of an Australian Counter-Insurgency Expert.  Oxford Uni Press, 
Melbourne, 2002. 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, source notes, biblio, index, pp238, **Ted Serong was 
one of the most original and influential of the Australian Army's planners in the post- WW2 period. He established the Jungle 
Training Centre in Canungra (with George Warfe) and led Australia's AATTV in Vietnam and much more, vg cond, A$36. 

204/45. (5483)  Butler, D, Argent, A. & Shelton, J. The Fight Leaders: A Study in Australian Battlefield Leadership - 

Green, Hassett and Ferguson, 3RAR, Korea.  AMH Publications, Sydney, 2002. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, 
biblio, glossary, appendices, index, pp178, **the story of leadership within the Australian Army and in particular during 
WW2 and Korea. During a 12 month period in Korea 3RAR had three battalion commanders; Green was KIA; Ferguson sacked 
(still debated) and Hassett went on to great things, new, A$32. 

204/46. (10083)  Chalmers, Bradley A. "Next to Impossible": The Remarkable Life of Albert Chalmers Borella, VC.  
Author, NSW, 2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, maps on inside boards, plates and other maps, chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp510, **Borella, VC.  As with all VCs, totally indifferent to the dangers in front of them. A double gal-
lantry (VC, MM), one of our truly greats. Even Albert Jacka was in awe of him. What a man!! new, A$55. 

204/47. (3320)  Chapman, Ivan. Iven G. Mackay: Citizen and Soldier.  Melway, Melbourne, 1975. 1st ed. 8vo in d/w, 
plates, index, biblio, pp316,  **LtGen Mackay, who fought at Lone Pine on Gallipoli, commander of New Guinea Force, was 
one of Australia's most capable battlefield commanders, his men regarded him as outstanding, chipped d/w else vg cond, 
A$25. 

204/48. (1255)  Clark, L.G. (Algy). Bulldust Baffles Brains: A Different Look at Life in the Services.  Marion Nixon, 
Perth, 1992. 2nd ed, 8vo in card covers, many illus (Rigby) and plates, pp152, **Lawrie (Algy) Clark won a good MC in 
Korea and went on to command the Australian SAS twice, a most chequered career! new, A$26. 

204/49. (6326)  Coombes, David. Morshead: Hero of Tobruk and El Alamein.  Oxford Uni Press, Melbourne, 2001. 
1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, glossary, source notes, biblio, index, pp308, **Lieutenant-General Sir Leslie Mors-
head was arguably Australia's greatest AIF leader in WW2. He led the Australian forces to victory against the German general 
Erwin Rommel at Tobruk and El Alamein as part of the Britsh 8th Army. He was later a corps commander in New Guinea and 
Borneo. He served with the 33rd Bn, AIF on the Western Front in WW1, new, A$48. 

204/50. (5924)  Danchev, Alex. Alchemist of War:The Life of Basil Liddell Hart.  Weidenfeld & Nicholson, London, 
1998. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, source notes, biblio, appendices, index, pp369, **the famous war historian Basil 
Liddell Hart; he was variously revered and reviled by people such as Lloyd George, Winston Churchill and T.E. Lawrence. Called 
the modern day Clausewitz he was the 'captain who taught Generals', vg cond, A$34. 

204/51. (5806)  Franki, George & Slatyer, Clyde. 'Mad Harry': Harry Murray, VC, CMG, DSO & Bar, DCM, CdeG: 

Australia's Most Decorated Soldier.  Kargaroo Press, Sydney, 2003. 1st ed, trade 8vo in contact card covers, ex 
lib,plates and maps, appendix, large biblio, source notes, index, pp276, **the great Harry Murray who went away to gal-
lipoli with 16Bn AIF as a digger and came home as a battalion commander with more serious gongs than anyone else (maybe 
Mick Mannock won more) - an excellent bio, vg cond, A$32. 
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204/52. (8649)  Hillier, General Rick. A Soldier First: Bullets, Bureaucrats and the Politics of War.  Harper Collins, 
Toronto, 2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, signed by the author, colour plates, index, pp509, **General Hillier commanded 
the Canadian Armed Forces before retirement in 2008. He was always an outspoken leader trying to do the best for his troops. He 
was Canada's most popular and most controversial leader since WW2; an excellent auto, vg cond, A$36. 

204/53. (9028)  Korda, Michael. Ike: An American Hero.  Harper Collins Publishers, NY, 2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
protected d/w, plates, maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp779, **a fresh, frank, revealing and admiring full-length por-
trait of America's greatest soldier (sic), vg cond, A$45. 

204/54. (10203)  Loftus, Ian. The Most Fearless and Gallant Soldier I Have Ever Seen: The Story of Martin O'Meara, 

VC.  Author, Perth, 2016. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, biblio, index, pp274, **Martin O'Meara, Aus-
tralia's only Irish-born VC recipient of WW1. He showed great courage at Poziers where he was called 'the most fearless and 
gallant soldier I have ever seen'. Two years later he was suffering from 'delusional insanity' and died in Perth in 1935, new, 
A$35. 

204/55. (10119)  Malone, M.J & Lutley, P.D. SIMMO: A Biography of Ray Simpson, VC, DCM. One of Australia's 

Greatest Soldiers.  Imprimatur Books, Perth, 2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, signed by the authors, colour plates and 
maps, footnotes, glossary, appendices, biblio, index, pp266, **the remarkable Ray Simpson, VC, DCM who was brought 
up in straigtened circumstances, found the Army to be his home serving in WW2, the Korean War, Malaya and 5 years in Vi-
etnam being severely wounded in action on his second tour in 1964, The proceeds of this work will be directed towards veterans 
based charities, new, A$45. 

204/56. (5720)  McMullin, Ross. Pompey Elliott.  Scribe Publications, Melbourne, 2002. 1st ed, thick 8vo in card co-
vers, plates, map, biblio, source notes, index, pp718, **Elliott commanded the Australian 7th Bn, AIF at the Gallipoli Land-
ing and the 15th Brigade at Villers Bretonneux. He was one of our most famous fighting generals in the AIF and after the war 
became a household name; excellent bio, vg cond, A$36. 

204/57. (9921)  Royale, Trevor. Orde Wingate: Irregular Soldier.  Phoenix Giant, London, 1998 (fp1995). Reprint, 
trade 8vo in card covers, inscr in fep, plates, biblio, notes, index, pp355, **Wingate was one of a select handful of soldiers 
who influenced the development of modern warfare. He led the Chindits in Burma against the Japanese. He was killed in a plane 
crash in 1944, vg cond, A$28. 

204/58. (3308)  The Earl of Longford and O'Neill, Thomas P. Eamon De Valera.  Hutchinson, London, 1970. 2nd impr, 
large 8vo in or.cl, (lacks d/w), plates (colour plate of Dev in frontis), source notes, index, pp499, **Eamon De la Valera 
survived the Easter Rising of 1916 to become the reverred leader and President of the Republic of Ireland, good cond and un-
common, A$35. 

 

Military General 

 

204/59. (8154)  Blackwell, Philip. Australian Army Unit Colour Patches 1987-2008: A Guide to Usage in the Modern 

Australian Army.  AMHP, Sydney, 2008. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w,  colour illustrations, b/w & colour 
plates, biblio, index, pp98, **following on from the great work done by Keith Glyde (see item #68 below), an excellent modern 
reference (every unit once again has its own colour patch which is a great thing), new, A$25. 

204/60. (7811)  Bowd, Reuben R.E. Doves Over the Pacific: In Pursuit of Peace and Stability in Bougainville.  AM-
HP/AHU, Sydney, 2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, endnotes, nominal rolls (incomplete), index, pp260, 
**a history of the 'crisis' on Bougainville in the North Solomons Province of Papua New Guinea and two regional peace support 
deployments: Operation BIG TALK and Operation LAGOON new, A$35. 

204/61. (9965)  Cotterell, Peter. (ed).(with Brendan O'Shea & Gerry White) The War for Ireland 1913-1923.  Osprey 
Publishing, UK, 2009. 1st ed, small 4to in d/w, narrative pictorial (some colour illustrations), biblio, index, pp248, 
**from the failed Easter Monday 1916 Dublin insurrection to the Irish Free State's battle against republican forces in the early 
1920s, the war for Ireland encompassed iconic revolts, guerrilla struggles and hard urban warfare, vg cond, A$28. 

204/62. (4751)  Cross, J.P. Jungle Warfare: Experiences and Encounters.  Pen & Sword Military, UK, 2008. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w  diagrams, plates, biblio, index, pp222, **an excellent overview of the methods and devices for fighting in 
the jungle, using many examples from the British and japanese sides in WW2 and the Communist guerrillas in Malaya, Borneo 
and  (French) Vietnam, vg cond, A$28. 

204/63. (10211)  De Vries, Susanna. Heroic Australian Women in War: Astonishing Tales of Bravery from Gallipoli 

to Kokoda.  Harper Collins, Sydney, 2004. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, chapter notes, index, pp296, **a 
profile of the love, dedication and selflessness of 11 outstanding Australian women in war, vg cond, A$45. 
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204/64. (9855)  Feeney, Brian. Sinn Fein: A Hundred Turbulent Years.  The O'Brien Press, Dublin, 2002. 1st ed, large 
8vo in protected card covers, foot notes, index, pp463, **Sinn Fein (Ourselves Alone) is one of the most controversial politi-
cal movements in Ireland. This is the story of the rise and fall, and rise again of a party that repeatedly reshaped its identity over 
100 years, moving from Armelite to ballot box, good cond and uncommon here, A$25. 

204/65. (9674)  Fielding, Colonel Marcus. Red Zone Baghdad: My War in Iraq.  Big Sky Publishing, Sydney, 2011. 1st 
ed, trade 8vo in card covers, colour plates, review copy (review included), appendix shows timeline, pp246, **the 
author worked as a planner in the high technology Strategic Operations Centre (SOC) embedded with the US Army. An account 
of the daily life of a senior officer in a theatre of war; one of 20,000 Australians who served in Iraq, vg cond, A$25. 

204/66. (4169)  Fry, Gavin & Gray, Anne. Masterpieces of the Australian War Memorial.  Rigby, Adelaide, 1982. 1st 
ed, 4to in d/w and mylar, fully illus, 80 full-colour works, biographical notes and descriptive narrative, **an overview 
of some of the 12,000 works of art held by the AWM; sensational, vg cond and now scarce, A$52. 

204/67. (4096)  Glover, Michael. Warfare from Waterloo to Mons.  BCA, London, 1980. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, col-
our and b/w plates,maps, index, **a useful overview of the bulk of the world's battles up to WW1, vg cond, A$25. 

204/68. (4224)  Glyde, Keith. Distinguishing Colour Patches of the Australian Military Forces, 1915-1951: A Refer-

ence Guide.  K. Glyde, Tasmania, 1999. 1st ed, large 4to in protected d/w, illus with 68 pages of colour drawings, 
index, full history of the development of the colour patch concept etc, pp3315, **the definitive reference on Australian 

colour patches of both WW1 and WW2, , vg cond and now scarce,, A$120. 

204/69. (2074)  Gower, S.N. Guns of the Regiment.  AWM, Canberra, 1981. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w and mylar, full illus of 
all artillery-type guns and howitzers used by Australia, pp249, **an authoritative reference, vg cond, A$35. 

204/70. (7743)  Grebert, Rick. Rising Sun Badge: Origin Theories and Evolution.  MHSA of NSW, Sydney, 1994. 1st 
ed, 4to in card covers, illus, biblio,  pp38, **an important reference, (100,000 Australian soldiers have died under this power-
ful symbol), as new cond, A$32. 

204/71. (2620)  Hopkins, Maj-Gen R.N.L. Australian Armour : A History of the Royal Australian Armoured Corps 

1927-1972.  AWM/AGPS, Canberra , 1978. 1st ed, thick 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, illus, biblio, appendices, 
index, pp371, **an authorative reference on Australian armour from the British Vickers Medium Tank MK 2 to the US APC 
M113 in Vietnam and beyond, shelf bumped else good cond and now hard to find, A$45. 

204/72. (8898)  Jobson, Christopher. Looking Forward, Looking Back: Customs and Traditions of the Australian 

Army.  Blue Sky Publishing, Brisbane, 2009. 1st ed, 8vo in laminated boards, profusely illustrated in colour, extensive 
abbreviations list, biblio, index, pp234, **Jobson is somewhat of an expert in this field as he served in various RSM and cere-
monial posts over more than 30 years service, new, A$28. 

204/73. (10289)  Jurisevic, Craig. Blood on My Hands: A Surgeon at War.  Wild Dingo Press, Melbourne, 2010. Re-
print, trade 8vo in card covers, colour plates, maps, glossary, pp328, **in 1999, Craig Jurisevic, a cardiothoracic and trau-
ma surgeon from Adelaide, made his was to Bosnia to assist with the Serbian-inflicted carnage. A tough gig in anyone's lan-
guage, a good read, vg cond, A$22. 

204/74. (10020)  Lindsay, Neville. Loyalty and Service: The Officer Cadet School Portsea.  Historia Productions, Qld, 
1994. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, many plates and maps, nominal roll of graduates, glossary, honours and 
awards, biblio, index, pp354, **the aim of OCS was to qualify officers to the same standard as their RMC counterparts with-
out the tertiary qualification. Some may say a better standard of officer came from OCS for the Vietnam war, I dare not com-
ment!!, vg cond and very scarce, A$85. 

204/75. (10259)  Lloyd, Clem & Rees, Jacqui. The Last Shilling: A History of Repatriation in Australia.  MUP, Mel-
bourne, 1994. 1st ed, small 4to in d/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp476, **the catch cry was 'helping the man 
with the medal'. The Repat Bill was introduced into Parliament in July 1917 and has been the mainstay for repatriation of Aus-
tralian soldier to the present DVA, vg cond and now scarce, A$36. 

204/76. (3451)  McCormack, Gavan. Cold War, Hot War: An Australian Perspective on the Korean War.  Hale and 
Iremonger, Sydney, 1983. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, inscr in fep, plates, maps, index, pp191, **an interesting first hand 
account of the Korean stoush, good cond, A$22. 

204/77. (458)  McKernan, M. Here is their Spirit: A History of the Australian War Memorial 1917-1990.  UQP/
AWM, Canberra, 1991. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, profusely illustrated, chapter notes, source notes, index, pp388, 
**written to coincide with AWM's 50th anniversary of its opening in Canberra in 1941. Tells the story of the people and politics 
behind this popular cultural institution and the holding on to Bean's vision, vg cond, A$35. 
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204/78. (7623)  Olson, Ludwig E. Mauser Bolt Rifles.  Fadco Publishing Company, USA, 1957. 1st ed, large 4to in dudty 
and chipped d/w (now protected), book plate of a previous owner in prelims, 60 pages of full b/w plates, index, 
pp296, **chronicling the history of the famous Mauser rifle (especialy the Model '98), one of the most popular shoulder weapons of 
the late 19th and 20th century, and excellent reference, good cond and scarce, A$75. 

204/79. (10133)  Oswald, Bruce & Waddell, Jim (eds). Justice in Arms: Military Lawyers in the Australian Army's First 

Hundred Years: Australian Army Legal Corps.  Big Sky Publishing, Sydney, 2014. 1st ed large 8vo in d/w, plates, ap-
pendices after each major chapter, endnotes, biblio, index, pp575, **the role of Army legal officers in Australia and in expedi-
tionary operations from the Boer War until 2000. A comprehensive and absorbing history which describes the dynamic interaction 
of institutional and political imperitives & the personnel involved. vg cond, A$38. 

204/80. (7628)  Treloar, John & Shaw, Peter. The Kilted Battalion: The History of 16th Infantry Battalion (The Camer-

on Highlanders of Western Australia).  Camerons Assn, Perth, 2006. 1st ed, 8vo in laminated boards, signed by Peter 
Shaw, plates, nominal rolls, appendices, biblio, index, pp236, **the 16th, a Militia battalion, was raised in Perth in 1936. The 
battalion kilts were discontinued as dress in 1942  when the Battalion became an 'AIF' unit. It saw Active Service in New Britain 
from 1944 to 1946. After WW2 it continued as a CMF unit until 1960 where it was amalgamated with other WA CMF infantry 
battalions to form the Royal Western Australian Regiment (WAUR), new, A$42. 

 

Napoleonic, Crimean and Victorian Eras 

 

204/81. (6022)   Black and White Budget (editor/compiler not shown) Black and White Publishing Company, London, 
1900. 1st ed, 3 volumes bound in two, large dark green cloth-covered books, front and spine blocked in blind and gold, 
**bound issues of the weekly magazine  dated October 1899- Sept 1900 of which numbers 1 to 13 are subtitled 'Transvaal Special'. 
Essentially a pictorial record of the war including a summary of recent events and reports from the front, spines loose else re-
markable cond and scarce (weight: 5kg total), A$80. 

204/82. (8723)  Barbero, Alessandro. The Battle: A New History of the Battle of Waterloo.  Atlantic Books, London, 
2005.  (trans from the Italian - fp2003.). 1st English ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, notes, biblio, index, pp340, **a 
new account giving a voice to all nationalities involved, vg cond and uncommon, A$32. 

204/83. (5197)  Brett-James, Antony. 1812: Eyewitness Accounts of Napoleon's Defeat in Russia.  BCA, London, 1967 
(fp1966). Reprint, 8vo in good d/w, plates, biblio, index, pp308, **accounts of Napoleon's disasterous Russian Campaign, vg 
cond, A$24. 

204/84. (6097)  Chamberlain, Max & Droogleever, Robin. (eds) The War With Johnny Boer: Australians in the Boer 

War, 1899-1902.  AMHP, Sydney, 2003. 1st ed, roy. 8vo in illus boards, plates and maps, glossary, biblio, appendices list 
units deployed, index, pp631, **possibly the most complete history of Australian forces at the Boer War. An outstanding contri-
bution to our Boer War history, new, A$52. 

204/85. (10157)  Cordingly, David. Billy Ruffian: The BELLEROPHON and the Downfall of Napoleon: The Biog-

raphy of a Ship of the Line 1782-1836.  Bloomsbury, London, 3003. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, colour and b/w 
plates, maps, appendicesglossary, biblio, chapter notes, index, pp355, **the British 74-gun ship of the line BELLEROPHON 
(known as 'Billy Ruffian') played an important role in the defeat of Napoleon's navy at Trafalgar (1805), vg cond, A$46. 

204/86. (10309)  Dallas, Gregor. The Final Act: The Roads to Waterloo.  Henry Holt and Co, NY, 1997. 1st US ed, large 
8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, appendices, source notes, biblio, index, pp544, **a magnificient account of the uneasy 
peace in Europe after Waterloo. A diplomatic history deluxe, vg cond, A$34. 

204/87. (1882)  Fletcher, Ian, & Poulter, Ron. Gentlemen's Sons.  Spellmount, UK, 1992. 1st ed, roy 8vo in d/w, illus and 
maps, index, pp251, **the Foot Guards from 1808 to 1815 and their raison d'etre for service, new cond, A$32. 

204/88. (10034)  Glover, Michael. The Peninsular War 1807-1814.: A Concise Military History.  David & Charles, Lon-
don, 1974. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, appendices, biblio, chapter notes, index, pp431, **this book seeks to 
give the basic skeleton of facts of the various campaigns and battles of the Peninsular War between Wellington and Napoleon, bit 
musty and slightly foxed else good cond, A$34. 

204/89. (1142)  Gordon, Major Lawrence L. Military Origins.  A.S. Barnes & Co, USA, 1971 1st U.S. ed, 8vo in or.cl, 
lacks d/w, illus with b/w drawings and colour plates, index, pp256, **the book of answers to all the fascinating origins of 
most aspects of the British Army, vg cond, A$38. 
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204/90. (8815)  Harvey, Robert. The War of Wars: The Epic Struggle Between Britain and France, 1789-1815.  Consta-
ble, London, 2007 (fp2006). Reprint, very thick 8vo in card covers, plates, extensive biblio, index, pp962, **from the frozen 
plains of Moscow to the waters of the Caribbean and the muddy fields of Waterloo, the conflict between Britain and France can 
truly be called the first global war, vg cond, A$27. 

204/91. (8780)  Haythornthwaite, Philip J. Die Hard!: Dramatic Actions from the Napoleonic Wars.  Arms & Armour, 
London, 1996. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, maps, illustrations and plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp256, **'Die Hard, 
57th, die hard! The battle cry of William Inglis to his battalion at the Battle of Albuera in 1811. A collection of 10 Napoleonic ac-
tions gives a good flavour of the methods of warfare in that period, vg cond, A$28. 

204/92. (8816)  Haythornwaite, Philip J. The Armies of Wellington.  Arms & Armour Press, London, 1994. 1st ed, large 
8vo in d/w, plates, inscr in fep, appendices list army units as at 1815, glossary, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp318, **the 
most comprehensive account ever published of the effect of this one man on the British Army during the Napoleonic era, vg cond, 
A$36. 

204/93. (5191)  Johnson, D.H. Volunteers at Heart: The Queensland Defence Forces, 1860-1901.  UQP, Brisbane, 1975. 
1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates,biblio, source notes, index, pp248, **traces the development of the Qld Defence Forces from the 
inception of the Colony until Federation - illustrated by photos and cartoons of the period, vg cond and becoming scarce, A$65. 

204/94. (10033)  Kennedy, Ludovic. Nelson and His Captains.  Collins, London, 1975 (fp1951). Revised ed, 8vo in 
bumped d/w, plates, biblio, index, pp353, **Nelson called his captains the 'band of brothers', the most dedicated and talented 
group the Royal Navy had seen. Troubridge, Hardy, Berry, Fremantle, Hood et al, vg cond, A$32. 

204/95. (1657)  Murray, LtCol P.L. RAA (Retd). Official Records of the Australian Military Contingents to the War in 

South Africa (pre AIF).  Burridge, Perth nd? (fp1911). Facsimile reprint, large 8vo in gilt on green cloth boards,  index, 
full rolls by state with explanatory notes, pp607, **Murray’s is considered ‘the bible’ on Australia’s commitment to the 2nd 
Boer War (1899-1902), vg cond and now scarce, A$250. 

204/96. (6167)  Myerly, Scott Hughes. British Military Spectacle: From the Napoleonic Wars through the Crimea.  
Harvard University Press, USA, 1996. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates, biblio, source notes, index, pp293, 
**the ornate sartorial creations of the many 'dandified' British Regiments, new cond, A$28. 

204/97. (6439)  Reitz, Deneys. Commando: A Boer Journal of the Boer War.  Jonathan Bull Publishers, RSA, 1998 
(fp1929) Reprint, 8vo in card cov ers, index, pp328, **Reitz served right through the Boer War from the age of 17 and in WW1 
went on to command a battalion of the Royal Scots Fusiliers on the Western Front. He went back to South Africa and entered the 
political arena serving in Cabinet for many years; an excellent read, as new cond, A$24. 

204/98. (9232)  Schwarze, Wolfgang. Die Uniformen der Preubischen Garden: von ihrer Entstehung 1704 bis 1836.  Dr 
Wolfgang Schwarze, Wuppertal 2, Germany. Facsimile reprint of the original from 1840, large 4to in laminated colour 
boards, 10 pages of full German text and 48 colour plates, pp58, **a beautifully produced book detailing the dress uniforms of 
Prussian soldiers in the period, vg cond and uncommon, A$40. 

204/99. (9469)  Uffindell, Andrew. The Eagle's Last Triumph: Napoleon's Victory at Ligny, June 1815.  Greenhill 
Books, London, 2006. 1st ed? Large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, end notes, extensive bib lio, appendices, index, 
pp272, **Napoleon won his final victory (against Blucher's Prussians) on 16 June 1815 at Ligny two days before suffering a 
crushing defeat at Waterloo. A vivid military epic, vg cond, A$35. 

204/100. (7531)  Walker, Major  G. Goold, DSO, MC The Honourable Artillery Company 1537-1926.  John Lane The 
Bodley Head, London, 1926. 1st ed, 8vo in blue cloth with gilt titles and motif to cover, signed by the author, plates 
(colour plate in frontisp), roll of honour 1914-1919, citations for three VCs in WW1 (Haine, Pollard & Pryce), index, 
pp298, **a very good history of an ancient British unit which remains on the order of battle (in a mainly ceremonial role) to this 
day, vg cond and uncommon, A$72. 

204/101. (10025)  Zamoyski, Adam. 1812: Napoleon's Fatal March on Moscow.  Harper Collins, London, 2004. 1st ed, 
very thick 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp644, **Napoleon's invasion of Russia and the 

terrible retreat from Moscow were a miitary epic and a human tragedy on a colossal scale, the first example of 'total war'. vg cond, 
A$34. 

204/102. (9922)  Zieglar, Philip. Omdurman.  BCA, London, 1973. Reprint, large 8vo in d/w, plates & maps, biblio. In-
dex, pp240, **Kitchener avenged the death of Gordon at Khatoum in 1885 by attacking and defeating the Dervishes at Omdurman 
14 years later, vg cond, A$26. 
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Naval 

 

204/103. (8757)  Broome, Captain Jack. Convoy is to Scatter.  William Kimber, London, 1972. 1st ed, large 8vo in pro-
tected d/w, illustrated with b/w cartoons, pp232, **introduces a new method of presenting naval history - the operational 
sequence of actual signals received or exchanged by Convoy P.Q. 17 (35 ships) from June 27th to July 4 1942 on the Murmansk 
run to Russia with vital war supplies, slight foxing to edges else good cond, A$28. 

204/104. (3783)  Cairns, Lynne.. Fremantle's Secret Fleets.  Australian Maritime Museum, Fremantle, 1995. 1st ed, ob-
long 8vo in card covers, inscr, plates, lists of all US, British and Dutch submarines operating from Fremantle Harbour, 
biblio, source notes, pp87, **allied submarines based in Western Australia during WW2, an important reference, goodcond 
and now hard to find, A$32. 

204/105. (8693)  Cunningham, LCDR I.J. RAN. Work Hard Play Hard: The Royal Australian Naval College 1913-1988.  
AGPS, Canberra, 1988. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w, profusely illustrated, appendices contain maps, diagrams and 
full rolls of all intakes and staff from 1913 to 1987, biblio, index, pp161, **HMAS CRESWELL is the Royal Australian Na-
val College situated at Jervis Bay NSW, vg cond and hard to find, A$85. 

204/106. (6655)  Frame, Tom. The Shores of Gallipoli: Naval  Aspects of the ANZAC Campaign.  Hale & Iremonger, 
Sydney, 2000. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, biblio, chapter notes, index, pp256, **the RAN played a cru-
cial role in the Gallipoli Campaign. The outstanding achievement of the submarie AE2, the first Allied sub to penetrate the Darda-
nelles; the heroic work of the RAN Bridging Train and the joint Turkish-Australian discovery of the sunken AE2 in 1998, vg 
cond, A$32. 

204/107. (9858)  Friedman, Norman. U.S. Destroyers: An Illustrated Design History (Ship Plans by A.D. Baker, 3rd).  
Naval Institute Press, USA, 2004. Revised ed, large 4to in d/w, fully illustrated, source notes, data tables, index, pp552, 
**the definitive reference on US Destroyers. A comprehensive description of all classes of US Destroyers, vg cond, A$68. 

204/108. (10180)  Gardiner, Robert (ed). The Eclipse of the Big Gun: The Warship 1906-45.  Conway Maritime Press, 
London, 1992. 1st ed, large 4to in d/w, fully illustrated narrative pictorial, biblio, glossary, index, pp223, **the definitive 
history of all the major warships in the period, vg cond, A$35. 

204/109. (10283)  Gomm, Kevin. In the Shadow of the Eagle: German Raider and U-Boat Attacks off Western Austral-

ia and in the Southern Ocean During WW2.  Helvetica Publishing, Perth, 2010. 1st ed, 4to in card covers, profusely 
illustrated in colour and b/w, biblio, index, pp251, **there was a lot of German Raider and U Boat activity off the WA coast 
the most famous being the sinking of HMAS SYDNEY by the Raider KORMORAN off Carnarvon, vg cond, A$36. 

204/110. (9235)  Howarth, David, & Howarth, Stephen. The Story of P & O 1837-1987, the Peninsular and Oriental 

Steam Navigation Company.  Weidenfeld and Nicholson, London, 1986. 1st ed, 4to in protected d/w, signed by the 
authors, fully illustrated in colour and b/w, index, pp224, **the great P&O in various guises supplied troopship to every 
conflict and campaign from the Crimean War to the "Canberra" in the Falklands war in 1983, vg cond, A$32. 

204/111. (7983)  Jenkins, David. Battle Surface! Japan's Submarine War Against Australia 1942-44.  Random House, 
Sydney, 1992. 1st ed, large 4to in d/w (protected), profusely illustrated in colour and b/w, biblio, index, pp304, **a very 
complete account of the Japanese submarine efforts against Australia in WW2, vg cond and hard to find, A$72. 

204/112. (7257)  Karig, Commander Walter, USNR & Kelley, Lieut. Welbourn, USNR. Battle Report: Pearl Harbour to 

Coral Sea.  Farrar & Rinehart Inc, NY, 1944. 1st ed, 8vo in grey cloth, spine sl discoloured, book plates of prev. owner in 
prelims, numerous plates and maps, honours and awards incl 14 Medals of Honour at Pearl Harbour, full casualty lists 
in the thousands, index, pp499, **an invaluable reference although being printed at this time may mean some of the information 
may be 'unreliable', ie, propaganda. good cond and uncommon, A$32. 

204/113. (6649)  Lewis, Tom. Wrecks in Darwin Waters.  Turton & Armstrong, Sydney, 1992. 1st ed, large 8vo in card 
covers, plates and maps, biblio, pp97, **covers ships sunk from 1830 through misadventure, war, accident and storm. Includes 

details of the Japanese submarine I-124 and much other data on WW2 sunken ships and planes and the salvage of them, vg cond, 
A$24. 

204/114. (1283)  Lind, Lew. Battle of the Wine Dark Sea: The Aegean Campaign 1940-1945.  Kangaroo Press, NSW, 
1994. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps and illus, pp191, index, appendices list all Allied ships in the Aegean 1940-1945 
and lists those lost **operations of SOE, SBS, LRDG, SAS, Royal Marine Commandos, Greek Sacred Sqn and Levant Schooner 
Flotilla plus supporting services including the RAN; an excellent overview, vg cond and now hard to find, A$45. 

204/115. (5409)  Lind, Lew. Toku Tai - Japanese Submarine Operations in Australian Waters.  Kangaroo Press, Qld, 
1992. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w and mylar, plates, maps, appendices, index, pp160, **an account of the Japanese Special Attack 
Force in Australian waters in 1942-1943, vg cond and now scarce, A$65. 
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204/116. (10282)  Lyne, Allen. Lost: Ships of the RAN.  Author, Adelaide, 2013. 1st ed, small 8vo in card covers, plates, 
ships and men index, biblio, pp304, **an account of all the RAN shipd lost from AE1 in 1914 to the HMAS ARROW in 1974, 
a useful reference, new, A$28. 

204/117. (2751)  Newcombe, Richard F. Savo: The Naval Disaster off Guadalcanal.  Ure Smith, Sydney, 1963. 1st ed, 
8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, news clipping loose at front, appendices list casualties in men and ships, biblio, 
pp237, **the Japs caught the USN Guadalcanal screening fleet asleep sinking four cruisers (incl HMAS CANBERRA); a total 
disaster, vg cond, A$56. 

204/118. (4164)  Olson, Wes. Bitter Victory: The Death of the HMAS SYDNEY.  UWA Press, Perth, 2000. 1st ed, 8vo in 
d/w, illustrated with plates, maps and drawings, index, biblio, pp431, **what did happen just off the WA coast on 19 No-
vember 1941? This is a compelling book written by a dedicated SYDNEY historian Wes Olson and is a 'must' for avid naval col-
lectors, vg cond, A$55. 

204/119. (8844)  Von der Porten, Edward P. The German Navy in World War 2.  Thomas Y. Crowell Co, NY, 1969. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in faded red cloth (spine sunned), plates, maps, appendices, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp274, **presents 
a broad, accurate, clear and vivid picture of German naval strategy in WW2, good cond, A$24. 

204/120. (8715)  Whitley, M.J. Cruisers of WW2: An International Encyclopedia.  Brockhampton Press, London, 1999. 
(fp1995). Reprint, large oblong 4to in d/w, fully illustrated, biblio, index, pp284, **illustrated with hundreds of archive 
photos and line drawings this book is the large-format, comprehensive reference on the subject, vg cond, A$26. 

204/121. (9655)  Zetterling, Niklas & Tamelander, Michael. TIRPITZ: The Life and Death of Germany's Last Super 

Battleship.  Casemate Publishers, USA, 2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, notes, biblio, pp360, **the TIRPITZ 
was a sister-ship to BISMARCK. She was never able to be used in a direct role against the Allies but the mere threat of her was 
enough to enrage the British who threw everything at her in a Norwegian fjord, new, A$35. 

 

Special Forces and Airborne 

 

204/122. (1684)  Astill, Don. Commando White Diamond: Unit History of the 2/8 Australian Commando Squadron, 

Australia and South-West Pacific 1942-1945.  AMHP, Sydney, 1996. 1st ed, 4to in printed boards, plates and maps, 
index, nominal roll, honours and awards, biblio, pp112, **the 2/8th served in Australia, New Guinea, New Britain an Bou-
gainville, vg cond and scarce A$85. 

204/123. (4595)  Campbell, Archie. The Double Reds of Timor.  Burridge, Perth, 1995. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, signed by the 
author, inscription in fep, plates, rolls, biblio, pp177, **the story of the 2/2nd Commando on Timor in WW2 where they led the 
Japs a merry dance! vg cond and extremely hard to find, A$165. 

204/124. (3431)  Chris Cocks. Fireforce: One Mans's War in the Rhodesian Light Infantry.  Covos Books, RSA, 2000 
(fp1988) Reprint, 8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates, index, honours and awards, roll of honour, **Fireforce (Rhodesian 
Light Infantry) was a very potent weapon in the Rhodesian bush war, an excellent book, new cond and now out of print and 
scarce, A$110. 

204/125. (3077)  Cole, Barbara. The Elite: The Story of the Rhodesian Special Air Service.  Three Knights, RSA, 1984. 
1st ed, large 8vo in blue full leather in slip case with leather bookmark, signed by author and numbered (#1199 of 
1500), gold blocked and spine embossed, raised metal badge recessed into cover, colour & b/w plates, maps, index, 
pp449, ** this is the scarce and beautifully presented 1st ed SAS title. This book is now over 30 years old and it is in mint condi-
tion, appears to have been rarely opened, now extremely scarce and desirable, a great addition to any Special Forces library, 
A$500. 

204/126. (10080)  Fermor, Patrick Leigh. Abducting a General: The Kreipe Operation and SOE in Crete.  John Murray, 
London, 2014. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, index, pp206, **the Kreipe capture was one of the great 
coups in WW2. Immortalised in the book and film 'Ill Met By Moonlight' by Moss. This book is written by the leader of the SOE 
team Fermor, vg cond, A$28. 

204/127. (5634)  Foley, Charles. Commando Extraordinary: Otto Skorzeny's Remarkable Exploits.  Longmans, Green & 
Co, London, 1954. 1st ed,  8vo in sl faded and worn red cloth, ex hospital library stamp in prelims, plates, map,  index, 
pp231, **Skorzeny carried out many daring and creative operations for the Nazis in WW2. His rescue of Mussolini from a moun-
tain fortress in a light plane was one of the most daring in the war. He was tried for war crimes at the end of the war but acquitted, 
solid cond and scarce, A$28. 
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204/128. (10281)  Ford, Roger. Steel From the Sky: The JEDBURGH RAIDERS, France 1944: Behind Enemy Lines in 

German-Occupied France.  Weidenfeld & Nicholson, London, 2004. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, tables of all 
Jedburgh teams, index, pp292, **the Jedburghs were formed by SOE to parachute into France to assist the Resistance in defeat-
ing the Germans. They did very important work, vg cond, A$32. 

204/129. (1404)  Hoe, Alan & Morris, Eric. Re-enter the SAS: The British Special Air Service and the Malayan Emer-

gency.  Leo Cooper, London, 1994. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, index, honours and awards, appendices lists operations 
conducted from Oct ‘50 to Oct ‘58, pp230, **Mike Calvert was instrumental in the re-raising of the SAS in 1950 for service in 
Malaya against the Communist Terrorists under Chin Peng, vg cond and now hard to find, A$45. 

204/130. (5280)  Horner, David. SAS: Phantoms of War: A Revised History of the Australian Special Air Service.  Al-
len & Unwin, Sydney, 2002. (fp1989) Updated edition of 'Phantoms of the Jungle', thick 8vo in card covers, plates, maps 
and diagrams, full nominal rolls of Borneo and Vietnam, an extra 150 odd pages, biblio, index, pp596, **updated to in-
clude details of the unit's activities in the 1990s and into the 21st century. Excellent details of the high-performance deployment in 
East Timor, vg cond, A$28. 

204/131. (1733)  Lloyd Owen, David. Providence Their Guide: The Long Range Desert Group 1940-45.  Battery Press, 
USA, 1981. (fp 1980). 1st US ed, 8vo in vg protected d/w, plates, maps, index, biblio, pp238, **the LRDG did some famous 
work in 2-wheel drive Chev trucks in North Africa which included inserting SAS sabotage teams into enemy areas, David Lloyd 
Owen rose to command the unit, vg cond, scarce, A$75. 

204/132. (4401)  Long, Bob. Operation SEMUT 1: 'Z' Special Unit's Secret War: Soldiering with the Headhunters of 

Borneo.  Author, Perth, 1989. 1st ed, large 8vo in sl d/w, signed by the author, plates, mapsappendices, glossary, in-
cludes a narrative on SEMUT 2, index, pp608, **a classic account of Z Special waging gurilla war in Borneo alongside the na-
tives, good cond and scarce in hardback, A$120. 

204/133. (1182)  Malone, Michael. SAS: A Pictorial History of the Australian Special Air Service 1957-1997.  Imprima-
tur Books, Perth, 1998.(fp1997) Revised ed, 8vo in card covers, signed, fully illus, index, pp415, **commemorating 40 years 
of the Australian SAS from the early Company days to the BLACKHAWK tragedy. Over 1,000 pics, a useful overview of life in the 
SAS over that time, vg cond and very scarce A$140. 

204/134. (2065)  McDougall, Murdoch C. Swiftly They Struck: The Story of No.4 Commando.  Arms & Armour Press, 
London, 1986 (fp1954). Reprint, 8vo in protected d/w, plates, diagrams,  pp208, **the wartime exploits of 4 Commando, 
written by a troop commander from 1942 to 1945. 4 Cdo fought at Lofoten and Dieppe, the Normany Landings and their assault on 
Flushing was a classic operation of war, vg cond, A$32. 

204/135. (10268)  Mortimer, Gavin. The Men Who Made the SAS: The History of the Long Range Desert Group.  Con-
stable, London, 2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, biblio, index, pp276, **Stirling said: "in those early days 
we came to owe the Long Range Desert Group a deep debt of gratitude. The LRDG were the supreme professionals of the desert", 
vg cond, A$48. 

204/136. (5476)  Moss, W. Stanley. Ill Met By Moonlight.  George G. Harrap, London, 1950. Reprint, 8vo in bumped, 
price-clipped but now protected d/w, plates (one in frontis), glossary, pp192, **the story of the capture of the German Gen-
eral Karl Kreipe, Commander of the 22nd Panzer Grenadier Division on Crete by a British and Cretan raiding party, some foxing 
to prelims else good cond, A$24. 

204/137. (4950)  O'Leary, Shawn. To the Green Fields Beyond; The Story of the 6th Division Cavalry Commandos.  
Author, Qld, 1975. 1st ed, large 8vo in mint, protected d/w, plates, nominal roll, index, pp398, **one of Australia's most 
famous fighting cavalry regiments which started out fighting in North Africa and later was converted into a Commando unit to 
fight the Japanese in New Guinea, vg cond and a very scarce unit history, A$250. 

204/138. (5369)  Owen, LtCol David Lloyd, DSO, OBE, MC. The Desert My Dwelling Place: The Long Range Desert 

Group in Nth Africa in WW2.  Cassell, London, 1957. 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, some foxing to edges plates, maps, 
index, pp271, **this is the story of Y2 Patrol LRDG told by it's commander. They were very effective in attacking German con-
voys, fuel and ammo dumps and airfields behind the lines. They were great desert navigators and skillful fighters, vg cond and 
hard to find, A$65. 

204/139. (2510)  Pirie, Andy. Commando Double Black: An Historical Narrative of the 2/5th Independent Coy - 2/5th 

Commando Sqn.  AMHP, Sydney, 1996 (fp1994). Fully revised ed, large 8vo in slightly word but now protected d/w, 
plates, maps, full rolls,  biblio, index, pp526, **the 2/5th Cdo Sqn served in the New Guinea campaign and later in Balikpapan, 
vg cond and hard to find,, A$150. 

204/140. (5045)  Savage, David. Through the Wire: Action with the (Australian) SAS in Borneo and the (US) Special 

Forces in Vietnam.  Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1999. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, glossary, pp239, **David 
Savage served as an officer with the Australian SAS in Borneo and with the US Special Forces 'Mike Force' in the Central High-
lands in of South Vietnam. He trained and led teams of Montagnards against the Viet Cong, vg cond, A$32. 
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204/141. (9677)  Smith, LtCol Neil, AM (Retd). 2/2nd Independent Commando Company WW2: Casualty List.  Mostly 
Unsung Military History Research, Melbourne, nd? 1st ed? Large 4to in card covers (tape bindings), pp5, **66 members 
of the 2/2nd Cdo were casualties in WW2. Around 30 were KIA (or executed), many were WIA, others MIA/POW, others were 
accidentally killed or drowned, new, A$25. 

204/142. (1828)  Trigellis-Smith, S. The Purple Devils: A History of the 2/6 Australian Commando Squadron (formerly 

the 2/6 Australian Independent Company, 1942-1946.).  2/6 Commando Squadron Association, Melbourne, 1992. 1st 
ed, 8vo in sl nipped d/w, signed by three members of the 2/6th Cdo (Williams, Ashford & Cabourne), letter inserted 
loosly from another member John Lucas, plates & maps, full nominal roll, honours and awards, biblio, index, pp305, 
**the 2/6th Cdo, AIF served in the New Guinea Campaign at Kokoda, Buna, the Markham-Ramu Valleys and finally at Balikpa-
pan, Borneo, this is now a rare book in 1st ed, vg  cond, A$225. 

204/143. (4226)  Walker, Richard & Helen. Curtin's Cowboys: Australia's Secret Bush Commandos.  Allen & Unwin, 
Sydney, 1986. 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, prev owners stamp in fep, plates, maps, index, biblio, source notes, pp194, 
**North Australia Observer Unit, known as the 'Nackeroos', was a 500 strong unit created to watch for Japanese incursions onto 
mainland Australia in WW2. They were also trained as 'stay behind' troops once an incursion was made, vg cond and now 
scarce, A$85. 

204/144. (5401)  Walker, Richard & Helen. Curtin's Cowboys: Australia's Secret Bush Commandos.  Allen & Unwin, 
Sydney, 1989 (fp1986). 2nd impr, 8vo in card covers,  plates, maps, biblio, source notes, index, pp194, **the story of the 
Northern Australia Observer Unit (NAOU or Nackeroos) who patrolled the north of Australia in WW2, good cond, A$32. 

204/145. (10202)  Westhorp, Christopher.(ed) The Commando Pocket Manual 1940-1945.  Conway Bloomsbury, Lon-
don, 2015 (fp2012). Reprint, small 8vo in hard back covers, profusely illustrated, index, pp128, **a compilation of the 
training manuals of SOE and OSS during WW2, new, A$32. 

204/146. (10285)  White, Ken. Criado: A Story of East Timor.  Indra Publishing, Victoria, 2002. 1st ed, 8vo in card co-
vers, map,  pp175, **Criado was the name given to the native Timorese who assisted the 2/2nd Commando in their fight against 
the Japanese in WW2. This is essentially the Archie Campbell story, vg cond, A$24. 

204/147. (5760)  Wong Sue, Jack, DCM. (AKR 13) Blood on Borneo.  Author, Perth, 2001. 1st card cover ed, 8vo, plates 
and maps, pp399, **the legendary Jack Sue (AKR 13) was a member of Z Special in WW2. His exploits were many and varied 
especially in Borneo as a member of the AGAS operation, vg cond, A$25. 

 

Vietnam 

 

204/148. (5415)  Breen, Bob. First to Fight: Australian Diggers, NZ Kiwis and US Paratroopers in Vietnam, 1965-66.  
Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1988. 2nd impr, 8vo in  d/w, inscription in fep, plates,  illustrations, nominal rolls of 1RAR 
Group, honours and awards, source notes, biblio, index, pp316, **the story of 1RAR Group which fought as a part of the 
American 173rd Airborne Brigade; considered the first and last truly ANZUS combat force to fight in war, good cond and 
scarce, A$65. 

204/149. (8287)  Brown, Malcolm, MacGladrie, Stuart & Sutton, Candace. You're Leaving Tomorrow: Conscripts and 

Correspondents Caught up in the Vietnam War.  Random House, Sydney, 2009. 1st ed, oblong 8vo in d.w, fully illus-
trated in b/w, narrative pictorial, pp210, **three Fairfax journalists take a fresh look at the dramatic events of Australia's in-
volvement in the Vietnam War, new cond, A$26. 

204/150. (4629)  Church, J.M, DSO. Second to None: 2RAR as the ANZAC Battalion in Vietnam, 1970-71.  Army Doc-
trine Centre, Sydney, 1995. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, plates, maps and diagrams, full nominal roll, honours and 
awards, index, pp230, **the author commanded 2RAR on its 2nd tour of Sth Vietnam - a good unit history, vg cond and now 
scarce, A$40. 

204/151. (10308)  Cutler, Thomas J. USN. Brown Water, Black Berets.  Naal Institute Press, USA, 1988. 1st ed, large 8vo 
in protected d/w, inscription in fep, plates, map, glossary, source notes, biblio, index, pp426, **the definitive history of 
coastal and riverine warfare in Vietnam. The brown-water force comprised mostly of converted pleasure boats and aging landing 
craft, heavily armoured and armed, vg cond, A$32. 

204/152. (10035)  Donahue, James C. Mobile Guerrilla Force: With the Special Forces in War Zone D.  Naval Institute 
Press, USA, 1996. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, index, pp205, **captures the intensity, insight, and drama of special forces 
operations in South Vietnam, vg cond, A$45. 
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204/153. (5147)  Edwards, Peter & Pemberton, Gregory. Crises and Commitments: The Politics and Diplomacy of Aus-
tralia's Involvement in South-east Asian Conflicts, 1948-1965. (The Official History of Australia's Involvement in 
South-East Asian Conflicts 1948-1975).  Allen & Unwin/AWM, Sydney, 1962. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, plates and illus, 
extensive biblio, endnotes, bio notes on the major Australian diplomats in the period, index, pp515, **the first volume in 
the 'Official History' - covers the domestic and international politics of Austrlia's involvement in the Malayan Emergency (1948-
60), Indonesian-Malaysian Confrontation (1963-66) and up to the commitment of our  first combat battalion to Vietnam, vg cond, 
A$85. 

204/154. (9298)  Ekins, Ashley (with Ian McNeill) Fighting to the Finish: The Australian Army and the Vietnam War 

1968-1975. Official History of Australia's Involvement in Southeast Asian Conflicts 1948-1975:  A&U/AWM, Sydney, 
2012. 1st ed, very thick small 4to in d/w, profusely illustrated in colour and b/w, appendices, chapter notes, biblio, 
index, pp1139, **it's taken close to 40 years to see this last volume (vol 9) in the series on Southeast Asian conflicts. A huge work, 
comprehensive and competent, new, A$120. 

204/155. (8166)  English, Michael. Brave Lads: 3RAR in South Vietnam 1967-1968.  AMHP, Sydney, 2008. Part 1, 'Brave 
Lads' 1st ed 2008; Part 2 'The Riflemen’, reprint 2008 (fp1999). Large 8vo in laminated boards, plates and maps, nominal 
rolls of both tours, biblio, indices of both tours, pp325 + 182, **although the 'official 3RAR battalion history of their 1st tour 
'Yours Faithfully' was written decades ago, these two books by Michael English tell the soldier's story of that battalion in Vietnam 
on both tours, new, A$65. 

204/156. (10017)  Hutchins, Joel M. Swimmers Among the Trees:  Presidion, USA, 1996. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates 
and map, glossary, pp228, **an insider's history of SEAL Ops in Vietnam by a highly decorated SEAL veteran, vg cond, new 
cond, A$35. 

204/157. (7728)  Lockhaert, Greg. The Minefield: An Australian Tragedy in Vietnam.  Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 2007. 
1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp306, **an explanation of the origins and 
consequences of Brigadier Stuart Graham's tragic and crazy decision to lay an 11 km long minefield in Vietnam in 1967. Two of 
the rules of laying defensive minefield are they must be covered by observation and by fire - this had neither and, as a consequence, 
the VC removed half of them and used them to great effect against our own troops especially 8RAR in the Long Hai’s in 1970, 
new, A$36. 

204/158. (7078)  McAulay, Lex. The Battle of Long Tan: The Legend of ANZAC Upheld.  Hutchinson, Melbourne, 
1986. 1st ed, 8vo in vg d/w, plates and maps, inscr, nominal roll of D Company 6 RAR at the battle, appendices, index, 
pp187, **on 18 Aug 196, D Company 6RAR fought an overwhelming number of Viet Cong in the Long Tan rubber plantation 
losing 17 KIA but accounting for many hundreds of the enemy. The OC Harry Smith was awarded an MC and Sgt Bob Buick the 
MM. The battle has recently been revisited and further gongs handed out, vg cond and now hard to find, A$55. 

204/159. (5414)  McAulay, Lex. The Battle of Coral: Fire Support Bases CORAL & BALMORAL, May 1968.  
Hutchinson, Australia, 1988. 1st ed , 8vo in d/w and mylar, plates, maps and diagrams, appendices list Australians 
KIA on Op SURFERS, index, pp361, **CORAL saw the biggest Australian unit-level battle of the Vietnam War, vg cond and 
scarce, A$45. 

204/160. (4747)  McHugh, Siobhan. Minefields and Miniskirts: Australian Women and the Vietnam War.  Doubleday, 
Sydney, 1993. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, previous owners stamp on prelims, plates, index, notes and references, pp295, 
**up to 1000 Australian women served in Vietnam in the '60 and '70 as entertainers, nurses, secretaries, consular staff and more, 
good cond, A$28. 

204/161. (5047)  Mckay, Gary and Nicholas, Graeme. Jungle Tracks: Australian Armour in Vietnam.  Allen & Unwin, 
Sydney, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, biblio, source notes, index, pp325, **a skillfull assembly of Australi-
an Armoured Corps soldier's personal memories and experiences in the Vietnam War, vg cond and hard to find, A$40. 

204/162. (5022)  McNeill, Ian. To Long Tan: The Australian Army and the Vietnam War 1950-1966.  Allen & Unwin/
AWM, Canberra, 1993. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, diagrams, graphs, appendices, biblio, substantial end-
notes, index, pp614, **the second volume of the Official History of Australia's involvement in Southeast Asian Conflicts 1948-
1975, vg cond and now very scarce, A$200. 

204/163. (5881)  Modystack, Neville J. The Pony Soldiers: The Australian Light Horse,  Vietnam, 1965-1966.  AMHP, 
Sydney, 2003. 1st ed, large 8vo in illus boards, nominal roll, appendices, index, pp112, **the combat experiences of 1 Troop, 
A Sqn, 4th/19th Prince of Wales Light Horse in Vietnam. The were equipped with US M113 APCs. They were part of the 1 RAR 
group attached to the 173rd Airborne Brigade in Bien Hoa, new, A$45. 

204/164. (6875)  Mollison, Lieutenant-Colonel Charles S. Long Tan and Beyond: Alpha Company 6 RAR in Vietnam 

1966-67.  Cobb's Crossing Publication, NSW, 2006 (fp2005). 3rd ed, large 8vo in laminated boards,  signed by the au-
thor, colour and b/w plates, maps, appendices show full nominal roll of Alpha Company, glossary, superior paper, 
honours and awards, index, pp427, **a first-hand account of Long Tan, Operation Bribie etc. An excellent addition to our Vi-
etnam histories, new, A$45. 
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204/165. (8694)  Newman, Major K.E. The ANZAC Battalion: A Record of the Tour of the 2nd Battalion, Royal Aus-
tralian Regiment & 1st Battalion, The Royal New Zealand Regiment  (The ANZAC Battalion) in South Vietnam 
1967- 68. (in 2 volumes).  Printcraft Press, Sydney, 1968. 1st ed, two large black volumes in a padded black slip-case, vol 
1 covers the operations and vol two is the imprortant accompanying maps, inscr, colour & b/w plates, index, pp175 
(vol 1), **the VERY scarce original two volume set of the ANZAC Battalions's first tour in 1967-68, slight bumping to leading 
edge of slip-case else vg cond and much sought after, A$600. 

204/166. (10129)  Nott, Rodney & Payne, Noel. The Vung Tau Ferry (HMAS SYDNEY) and Escort Ships (Vietnam 

1965-1972).  GAM P/L, Melbourne, 1999 (fp1998) Reprint 3d ed, 8vo in laminated boards, profusely illustrated, nomi-
nal roll of all RAN  members who served on Logistic Support Ops in the Vietnam War, biblio, pp258, **first hand ac-
counts by sailors and soldiers who sailed in SYDNEY and escort ships in support of Australia's comittment to the Vietnam War, 
vg cond, A$42. 

204/167. (1446)  O’Neill, Robert. Vietnam Task: The 5th Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment, 1966/67.  Cassell, Aus-
tralia, 1995. (fp1968). Reprint, 8vo in mint d/w, plates, maps, index, roll of honour, honours and awards, pp263, 
**5RARs 1st Tour of Vietnam 1966/67. The author was the Battalion Int Officer as Major O'Neill. Most of the book was written as 
it happened. He went on to become one of our best war historians, vg cond, A$55. 

204/168. (6286)  O'Brien, Michael. Conscripts and Regulars: With the Seventh Battalion in Vietnam.  Allen & Unwin, 
Sydney, 1995. 1st ed, 8vo in protected  d/w,  plates and maps, appendices list roll of honour (both tours), decorations 
and awards, key appointments (both tours), source notes, biblio, index, pp311, **an amalgam of the two tours served in 
Vietnam by 7th Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment, vg cond and scarce, A$140. 

204/169. (5043)  O'Farrell, Terry, OAM. Behind Enemy Lines: An Australian SAS Soldier in Vietnam.  Allen & Unwin, 
Sydney, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, plates and diagrams, service history incl honours and awards, glossary, index, 
pp250, **an honest, personal account of one man's career as a soldier in the Australian SAS, vg cond, A$24. 

204/170. (1447)  Palmer, Alexander M. Vietnam Veterans: A Record of Service.  Military Minded, Perth, 1995. 1st ed, 
4to in d/w, signed and dedicated by the author, plates, index, casualty list, superior paper, biblio, addendum inclded 
as a loose insertion, pp313, **an interesting look at families, brothers, fathers and sons, cousins etc who served in the Vietnam 
war, vg cond and now scarce, A$120. 

204/171. (3950)  Pemberton, Gary (ed). Vietnam Remembered.  Lansdowne, Sydney, 1993 (fp1990) Reprint, 4to in d/w, 
plates, inscription in fep, full listing of all Australians who served in Vietnam by unit, pp292, **an important reference as 
it is the only book apart from the official DVA roll, of all Australians who served, vg cond, and now scarce, A$80. 

204/172. (8338)  Pennington, Vic (compiler). The Team in Vietnam....The Lighter Side.  Wakefield Press, SA, 1992. 1st 
ed, small 8vo in card covers, , maps, illustrations, pp140, **a very collectible little book on the AATTV in Vietnam, vg cond, 
very scarce, A$35. 

204/173. (5532)  Rowe, Maree. Vietnam Veterans: Sons of the Hunter - The Stories of 104 Vietnam Veterans.  AMHP, 
Sydney, 2002. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, profusely illus, nominal index, pp304, **a collection of 104 experiences of men from 
the Hunter Valley region of NSW who went, or were sent, to the Vietnam War. All three services are represented - an excellent 
addition to our Vietnam War history, new, A$30. 

204/174. (10011)  Shay, Jonathan, MD, PhD. Achilles in Vietnam: Combat Trauma and the Undoing of Character.  
Scribner, NY, 203 (fp1994). Reprint, 8vo in card covers, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp246, **an examination of the psycho-
logical devastation of war by comparing soldiers of Homer's ILIAD with Vietnam veterans suffering from post traumatic stress 
disorder, vg cond, A$25. 

204/175. (10307)  Walker, Frank. The Tiger Man of Vietnam: The True Story of Barry Petersen, MC.  Hachette, Syd-
ney, 2009. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, timeline, biblio, index, pp356, **Barry Petersen was a young Aus-
tralian Army captain in the AATTV when he arrived in South Vietnam in 1963. He worked for the CIA and was assigned to the 
Montagnard hill tribes in the fight against the Vietcong. Nefarious doings followed, a great read, vg cond, A$28. 

204/176. (9745)  Walker, Frank. Ghost Platoon.  Hachette Australia, Sydney, 2011. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, col-
our plates, nominal roll, biblio, endnotes, index, pp338, **the story of L/Cpl Jim Riddle and the 2nd D&E Platoon at Tua Tich 
and Xuan Moc. The Army denied this unit existed - a coverup? vg cond, A$24. 

204/177. (72)  Webb,  Lt. J.R. (RNZIR( (ed). Mission in Vietnam: The Tour in South Vietnam of 4RAR/NZ (Anzac) Bn 

and 104 Field Battery June 1968 - May 1969.  Burridge, Perth, 1989 (fp1969). Reprint, 4to in d/w, narrative pictorial 
(some colour plates), full rolls, roll of honour, honours and awards incl citations, maps of all operations, pp130, **an 
excellent unit history, new, A$65. 

204/178. (9928)  Wells, Raymond &Boulton, Elizabeth. Uc Dai Loi - No 1 (Australia Number 1): Words and Images of 

the Vietnam War.  Access Press, Perth, 2000. 1st ed, small oblong book in bright green covers, clean ex lib,  colour 
plates, pp51, **an excellent little book on a long-ago war still fresh in our minds, vg cond and hard to find, A$24. 
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The Great War 1914-1918 

 

204/179. (1414)  Austin, Ron. Forward Undeterred : The History of the 23rd Battalion AIF, 1915-1919.  Slouch Hat Pub, 
Victoria, 2007 (fp1998). Reprint, large 8vo in dw, signed by the author, plates, full rolls, index, pp311, **the 23rd Bn, AIF 
served on Gallipoli and then the Western Front at Poziers, Polygon Wood, Broodseinde Ridge, Ville sur Ancre, Mont St. Quentin, 
and the Beaurevoir Line. A good solid recent unit history, vg cond, A$65. 

204/180. (1416)  Austin, Ron. Black and Gold: The History of the 29th Battalion, AIF, 1915-1918.  Slouch Hat Pub, Vic-
toria, 1997. 1st ed, 8vo in dw, signed by the author, plates, maps, full rolls, honour roll, honours & awards, index, 
pp231, **the 29th saw action on the Western Front at Fromelles, Beaumetz, Polygon Wood and Morlancourt among others; a good 
unit history, new, A$65. 

204/181. (1421)  Austin, Ron. Cobbers in Khaki: The History of the 8th Battalion, AIF, 1914-1918.  Slouch Hat Pub, 
Victoria, 1997. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, ex library with usual marks and tags, plates, maps, full rolls, battle honours, 
honours and awards, index, pp314, **a Victorian unit, the 8th Bn, AIF,  served on Gallipoli and then right through the Western 
front Campaign, three VCs were won, (Beatham, Cook & Joynt), vg cond and scarce in 1st ed, A$55. 

204/182. (7285)  Austin, Ron. As Rough as Bags: The History of the 6th Battalion, 1st AIF, 1914-1919.  Slouch Hat Pub-
lications, Victoria, 2005 (fp1992). Reprint, trade 8vo in card covers, signed by the author, plates, full nominal rolls, hon-
our roll, biblio, appendices, index, pp394, **the 6th Bn, AIF served at ANZAC, the Krithia charge, and then the Western Front 
at Pozieres, Bullecourt, Flanders and various other locations for the duration losing over 1,100 men in the process. (one VC was 
won by 2Lt Fred Birks at the 3rd Batlle of Ypres in 1917), vg cond, A$45. 

204/183. (2276)  Babington, Anthony. For The Sake Of Example: Capital Courts-Martial 1914-1920.  Leo Cooper, UK, 
1993 (fp1983). Revised ed, 8vo in d/w, appendix, biblio, index, pp238, **a total of 346 officers and other ranks were summar-
ily executed at dawn following convictions by courts martial in the field in WW1. Australia executed NONE! vg cond, A$45. 

204/184. (1524)  Bean, C.E.W. Anzac to Amiens.  AWM, Canberra, 1961 (fp (1946). 4th ed,  8vo in protected d/w, plates, 
maps, index, pp567, **A shorter history of the Australian Fighting Services in the First World War vg cond and becoming 
hard to find in d/w, A$45. 

204/185. (876)  Belford, Capt Walter C. Legs Eleven: the History of the 11th Battalion, 1st AIF.  Burridge, Perth, 1992 
(fp1940). Reprint, thick 8vo in printed boards, plates, maps, nominal index, pp540, **one of the famous WA Battalions in 
WW1 and one of the best histories produced, vg cond and now VERY scarce, A$240. 

204/186. (9439)  Browning, Neville & Gill, Ian. Gallipoli to Tripoli: History of the 10th Light Horse Regiment, 1914-

1919.  Hesperian Press, Perth, 2012. Reprint, large 8vo in d/w, profusely illustrated, battle honours, list of 33 reinforce-
ment ships, chapter notes, biblio, nominal index, pp640, **the latest in a series of 10th LH histories and up dates. This is an 
all-new history seeking to throw further light on the actions in which 10LH was involved. Many more photos are included in this 
rendition, new cond, A$85. 

204/187. (5281)  Browning, Neville. The Blue and White Diamond: 28th Battalion, AIF. 1915-1919.  Author, Perth, 2002. 
1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, signed by the author, plates (more than the 1st ed), maps, chronology, nominal rolls (incl nom-
inal roll of POWs on the Western Front), honours and awards with citations, (incl Lt Alfred Gaby's VC), biblio, nom 
index, pp607, **the 28th, a Western Australian battalion, fought on Gallipoli and right through the Western Front with great 
distinction winning one VC (Gaby) and many other decorations - an excellent unit history, vg cond and now scarce, A$150. 

204/188. (6674)  Browning, Neville. The Westralian Battalion: The Unit History of the 44th Battalion, AIF 1916-1919 

and the Western Australian Rifles.  Author, Perth, 2004. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w,   plates and maps, chapter notes, 
biblio, honours and awards, honour roll, appendices, nominal roll of original battalion, nominal index, pp512, **the 44th 
Battalion, AIF in WW1 from its formation at Claremont Barracks in WA in early 1916 to its disbandment and return home in 
1919. They fought on the Western Front as part of the 3rd Australian Division, including Messines, Third Ypres, Amiens, Hamel, 
Bray and the Hindenburg Line, in mint cond, now out of print and scarce, A$175. 

204/189. (9811)  Browning, Neville. Fromelles to Nauroy: 31st Battalion, AIF 1915-1919.  Author, Perth, 2013. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, signed by the author, plates, maps, appendices list nominal roll, honour roll, POW roll, honours and 
awards (Bugden, VC KIA 28/9/17),nominal index, biblio, pp464, **formed in 1915 in Australia and disbanded in 1919, the 
31st Bn, AIF saw active serviceat Fromelles, Bapaume, Polygon Wood, Amiens, Villers-Carbonnel and the Hindenburg Line 
among others, outstanding unit history, new, A$100. 
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204/190. (5652)  Burke, Keast (ed). With Horse and Morse in Mesopotamia: The Story of ANZACS in Asia.  Burridge, 
Perth, nd? (fp1927). Facsimile reprint, 4to in gilt titles on blue boards, profusely illus with plates and maps, full rolls 
incl NZ and Allies, pp200, **the histories of 1st Aust. Pack Wireless Signal Troop, the NZ Wireless Signal Troop, 1st Aust & 
NZ Wireless Signal Squadron, 1st Cavalry Div Signal Sqn, Light Motor Wireless Sections, the Australians of 'Dunsterforce' and 
Australian Nurses in India, new cond and scarce, A$240. 

204/191. (9882)  Butler, A.G. Official History of the Australian Army Medical Services 1914-18, Vols 1, 2  and Vol 3.  
AWM, Canberra, 1930 & 1940. 1st eds, large thick navy blue volumes, (vol 1 2nd ed 1938 - vol 2, 1st ed, 1940 - vol 3, 1st 
ed 1943), spines solid, titles gilt, pp874 & 1011 & 1103, **Vol 1 is 'Gallipoli, Palestine and New Guinea'; Vol 2 is 'The Western 
Front'. Vol 3  'Problems and Services'. Accompanied by associated ephemera. They are now considered RARE, good cond, 
A$2,500. 

204/192. (8100)  Byrne, Lieut A.E. MC. Official History of the Otago Regiment, NZEF in the Great War 1914-1918.  J. 
Wilkie & Co, Dunedin, nd? 1sted, large 8vo in black buckram cloth with faded gilt titles to spine, ex library (small 
stamps only) beautiful coloured plate in frontispiece, fold-out maps, sepia plates, honours and awards (VC to Sgt Don-
ald Forrester Brown), pp407, **the Otago Regiment served on Gallipoli, the Western Front at Armentieres, the Somme, Cordon-
niere, Houplines, Bois Grenier, Messines, Ypres, Passchendaele among many others, spine weak and sprung else solid cond, 
A$120. 

204/193. (8162)  Campbell, Christy Band of Brigands: The First Men in Tanks.  Harper Press, London, 2007. 1st ed, 
thick 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, biblio, chapter notes, index, pp479, **the early days of tank crews on the Western Front. 
Originally known as 'Heavy Branch, Machine Gun Corps'. They were such an assorted bunch they were once described as 'a band 
of brigands, new, A$40. 

204/194. (6962)  Candler, Edmund. The Long Road to Baghdad (in 2 volumes).  Cassell & Company, London, 1919. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in green buckram with illustrated covers, (sl stained), inscr in fep, portrait of Major-General Townshend 
in frontis of vol 1, maps, plans and half-tone plates, index in vol 2, pp294 & 311, **Candler was an 'Eye-witness' for the 
campaign in Mesopotamia and due to censorship, saw the campaign through the eyes of the Army. The Campaign lasted from Janu-
ary to end of April 1916, some slight foxing else good cond and most uncommon, A$60. 

204/195. (9259)  Corfield, Robin S. Don't Forget Me Cobber: The Battle of Fromelles.  Miegunyah Press, Melbourne, 
2009 (fp2000). Revised & updated ed, large 8vo in d/w, many illustrations, Australia, British and German Rolls of Hon-
our, chapter notes, index, pp505, **the disasterous Fromelles attack on the night of 19 July 1916 where the British and Australi-
an AIF units took over 6,500 casualties to the German losses of just 500, vg cond, A$75. 

204/196. (9957)  Dunn, Lieut. E.A. Three ANZACS in the War.  Skeffington & Son, London, nd? (c1920) 1st ed, 8vo in 
red cloth, book plate, pp246, **the story of three Australians who volunteer for service overseas written by the one survivor. 
Written with dash and spirit, deep pathos and sparkling humour, good cond and uncommon, A$26. 

204/197. (7584)  Edgar, Peter. To Villers-Bretonneux: Brigadier-General William Glasgow, DSO and the 13th Austral-

ian Infantry Brigade.  AMHP, Sydney, 2006. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, endnotes, biblio, index, pp284, 
**traces the progress of Glasgow's 13th Australian Infantry Brigade from its formation in Egypt in 1916 to its costly double en-
counter with the enemy at Mouquet Farm; an excellent account, new, A$48. 

204/198. (8098)  Ferguson, Captain David, MC. The History of the Canterbury Regiment, NZEF. 1914-1919.  Whit-
combe & Tombs Ltd, Auckland, 1921. 1st ed, 8vo in beige buckram cloth with red and green piping, many fold-out 
maps, plates, full nominal roll, casualty listappendices, honours and awards (VC to Pte H.J. Nicholas, MM), pp364, 
**the Canterbury Regiment was formed in August 1914 and consisted of Battalions from Auckland, Wellington, Canterbury and 
the Otago. They saw action on Gallipoli then the Western Front at Armentieres,  the Somme, Messines, Passchendaele, Polygon 
Wood among others, vg cond and uncommon here, A$130. 

204/199. (5656)  Freeman, R.R. Hurcombe's Hungry Half Hundred: A Memorial History of the 50th Battalion, AIF, 

1916-1919.  Peacock Publications, Adelaide, 1991. 1st ed, large 4to in  protected d/w, profusely illus (colour plate of 
colour patch in frontis), with supplement, nominal roll, honour roll with death dates, battle honoursend notes, diary, 
officer lists, pp350, **the 50th Bn, AIF was formed from the 10th Bn after the withdrawal from Gallipoli and served throughout 
the Western Front in particular Pozieres, Bullecourt, Messines, Passchendale, Villiers-Bret, and the Hindenberg Line. Hurcombe 
was the founding CO, vg cond, A$150. 

204/200. (7631)  Freeman, R.R. Second to None: A Memorial History of the 32nd Battalion, AIF, 1915-1919.  Peacock 
Publications, Adelaide, 2006. 1st ed, large 4to in d/w, signed by the author, profusely illustrated, nominal rolls, appen-
dices, large landscape photo in pocket at rear, pp422, **the 32nd Bn, AIFwas raised in Adelaide in 1915 of mostly South Aus-
tralians and West Australians. It was a unit of the 5th Division on the Western Front and saw action at Fromelles, Ypres and the 
Hindenburg Line. vg cond, A$165. 
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204/201. (10273)  Gardiner, Ian. The Flatpack Bombers: The Royal Navy and the 'Zeppelin Menace'.  Pen & Sword 
Military, UK, 2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in mint d/w, signed by the author, plates, end notes, biblio, index, pp163, **when 
the RFC was established the planes came as 'flat packs' like IKEA. The were vital in combatting the looming presence of German 
air ships, vg cond, A$30. 

204/202. (6393)  Gill, Ian. Fremantle to France: 11th Battalion AIF, 1914-1919.  Author/Advance Press, Perth, 2003. 1st 
ed, thick 8vo in protected d/w, signed by the author, plates, maps, nominal rolls, honour roll, biblio, nominal index, 
pp638, **a well researched history of the 11th Bn, AIF, mint cond and now RARE, A$380. 

204/203. (10276)  Graham-Taylor, AM, Dr. Sue. (et al). The Western Suburbs ar War: Freshwater Bay Museum.  Town 
of Claremont, Perth 2015. 1st ed, large oblong 8vo in card covers, colour maps on inside covers, fully illustrated in col-
our and b/w, biblio, pp62, **the formidable collection held by the Freshwater Bay Museum, vg cond, A$25. 

204/204. (8349)  Hamilton, John. Gallipoli Sniper: The Life of Billy Sing.  Macmillan, Sydney, 2008. 1st ed,  trade 8vo 
in card covers, plates & map, index, pencil notations at rear, pp340, **the famous Billy Sing, sniper extraordinaire, took over 
300 kills on Gallipoli and the Western Front, vg cond, A$34. 

204/205. (9089)  Harris, Kirsty. More Than Bombs and Bandages: Australian Army Nurses at Work in World War 1.  
Big Sky Publishing/AHU, Canberra, 2011. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, appendices, chapter end notes, biblio, index, 
pp344, **the story of the Australian Army Nursing Service (AANS) during WW1. An absorbing and meticulously constructed 
book showcasing the breadth and significance of the contributions Army nurses made in WW1, new, A$42. 

204/206. (9274)  Haste, Cate. Keep the Home Fires Burning: Propaganda in the First World War.  Allen Lane, London, 
1977. 1st ed, 8vo in good, protected d/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp230, **both Britain and Germany developed 
and used propaganda as a weapon of war on a scale never known before, sl foxing to edges else in vg cond and scarce, A$25. 

204/207. (7069)  Hatwell, Jeff. No Ordinary Determination: Percy Black and Harry Murray of the First AIF.  Fremantle 
Arts Centre Press, Fremantle, 2005. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, signed and dedicated, plates and maps, source 
notes, biblio, index, pp303, **Percy Black, DSO, DCM, C d G (KIA at Bullecourt April 1917) and Harry Murray, VC, CMG, 
DSO & Bar, DCM, C d G, were two of the bravest and most capable Australian soldiers ever to depart these shores. Both started off 
as Private soldiers and won DCMs on Gallipoli in 1915, vg cond, A$32. 

204/208. (8010)  Hollis, Kenneth. Thunder of the Hooves: A History of 12 Australian Light Horse Regiment, AIF, 1915-

1919.  AMHP, Sydney, 2008. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated hard boards, plates & maps, full nominal roll incl reinforce-
ment lists, honours and awards, honour roll, biblio, nominal and general index, pp214, **the 12th LH Regt served on Gal-
lipoli and in the Sinai-Palestine Campaign atRomani, Gaza, the attack on Beersheba, Palestine, Tiberius and Damascus, new, 
A$70. 

204/209. (1801)  Hunter, Doug My Corps Cavalry: The History of the 13th Australian Light Horse, AIF on the West-

ern Front in WW1.  Slouch Hat Publications, Victoria, 1999 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, full rolls, pp276, 
**the only Australian Light Horse unit (with horses) to serve outside the Sinai Palestine Campaign, new and now becoming 
scarce, A$75. 

204/210. (7828)  Kahan, Henry K. The 28th Battalion, AIF: A Record of War Service.  Hesperian Press, Perth, 2007 
(fp1969). Reprint, 4to in card-covers, plates, nominal roll, honours and awards,  (VC to Alfred Gaby), battle honours, 
pp84+xlviii, **a reprint of Henry Kahan's important book on the West Australian 28th Bn, AIF in the Great War, as new cond, 
A$60. 

204/211. (6650)  Kent, David. From Trench and Troopship: The Experience of the Australian Imperial Force 1914-1919.  
Hale & Iremonger, Sydney, 1999. 1st ed, large 8vo in card covers, profusely illus, appendices lit all troopship newspa-
pers, pp216, **every troopship leaving and returning to Australia produced a shipboard newspaper. The custom was continued in 
base camps in Egypt, at Gallipoli and on the Western Front; brilliant stuff, new, A$36. 

204/212. (3787)  Laird, J.T. Other Banners. An Anthology of Australian Literature of the First World War.  AWM, Can-
berra, 1971. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w and mylar, notes on authors, biblio, pp187, **a comprehensive collection of the best writings 

and a self-contained, coherant account of the Australian experience of the war of 1914-18, vg cond, A$24. 

204/213. (10132)  Lynch, E.P.F. Somme Mud: The Experiences of an Infantryman in France, 1916-1919.  Index Books, 
London, 2006. Reprint, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, glossary, pp347, **one of the great WW1 books . Up there with 
'Her Soldiers We' and 'All Quiet', vg cond and hard to find in h/b, A$36. 

204/214. (9100)  Matthews, Wayne & Wilson, David. Fighting Nineteenth: History of the 19th Infantry Battalion, AIF, 

1915-1918.  AMHP, Sydney, 2011. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, profusely illustrated in colour and b/w, com-
plete with research disc at rear, appendices include roll of honour,  elistment table by country and state of birth, POW 
list, index, pp520, **almost 5,000 men served in the 19th Bn, AIF during its three and a half years as one of the four battalions of 
the 5th Brigade, 2nd Division. It is still on the ORBAT of 2 Div today as 19RNSWR, new, A$110. 
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204/215. (9592)  Muir, Lesley (ed). Canterbury's Boys: World War 1 and Sydney's Suburban Fringe.  Canterbury & 
District Historical Society, Sydney, 2002. 1st ed, folio size in card covers, profusely illustrated, roll of honour, index, 
pp470, **a biographical listing of all members from the Cantebury district in Sydney to serve in WW1, Over 1,900 names listed, 
the service they joined and where they served, an excellent reference for the region, vg cond and uncommon, (book weighs 
1.8kg) A$85. 

204/216. (4194)  Olden, LtCol A.C.N., DSO. Westralian Cavalry in the War: The Story of the Tenth Light Horse Regi-

ment, AIF, in the Great War, 1914-1918.  Alexander McCubbin, Melbourne, 1921. 1st ed, large rebound red volume, 
original spine pasted down, plates, maps (7 - in map packet at rear), inscr in fep, nominal rolls (by reinforcement), hon-
ours and awards, (incl Throssel's VC), roll of honour,  pp390 **a RARE book - one of Australia's most celebrated Light Horse 
units which served on Gallipoli as Infantry and then right through the Sinai-Palestine Campaign, spine and lower part of cover 
sunned else in remarkable solid condition, A$450. 

204/217. (6090)  Remarque, Erich Maria. All Quiet on the Western Front.  Putnam's, London, 1929. Reprint,  small 8vo 
in grey cloth boards, pp248, **a novel but one of the most significant books written about the German side in WW1, some shelf 
and handling wear else vg cond and scarce in this early printing, A$42. 

204/218. (6133)  Robson, L.L. The First A.I.F.: A Study of its Recruitment 1914-1918.  MUP, Melbourne, 1970. 1st ed, 
8vo in d/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp227, **the 1st Australian Imperial Force in the Great War was 417,000 
strong of which over 60,000 were killed. Conscription was attempted twice but the Australian people reject it - an important study 
in politics and disunity at a very trying time, vg cond and scarce in hard-back, A$32. 

204/219. (10053)  Schneider, Kristin. Pompey Elliott's Left Hand Man: Lieutenant Colonel Charles Denehy, 7th, 58th 

& 57th Battalions, AIF, Gallipoli & France.  Author, Melbourne, 2015. 1st ed, trade 8vo in superior paper, signed by 
the author, plates and maps, biblio, notes, nominal index, pp365, **an officer trained by Pompey Elliott in leadership and 
command, new, A$28. 

204/220. (9036)  Stanley, Peter. Men of Mont St Quentin: Between Victory & Death.  Scribe, Melbourne, 2009. 1st ed, 
trade 8vo in card covers, plates, extensive chapter notes, biblio, index, pp298, **the story of 9 Platoon of 21st Bn, AIF and 
their families. On 1 Sep 1918 9 platoon rose from Elsa Trench and walked across a beet field towards the German defenders of Mont 
St Quentin - 3 were KIA and 5 WIA, one dying later - the collected papers of one family, the Roberts, used as the basis for the story, 
new cond, A$28. 

204/221. (6998)  Stanley, Peter. Quinn's Post: ANZAC, Gallipoli (AIF).  A&U, Sydney, 2005. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card 
covers, plates and maps, extensive biblio, index, pp226, **known as 'the deadliest position on the Peninsula' by the men who 
fought there. If Quinn's wasn't held, then no one in ANZAC was safe - excellent book, vg cond, A$26. 

204/222. (7905)  Tyquin, Michael. Madness and the Military: Australia's Experience of the Great War.  AMHP, Syd-
ney, 2006. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, clean  & tidy ex lib copy,  plates, end-notes, biblio, index, pp180, **a schol-
arly analysis of Australian soldiers who suffered psychologically in the First World War, vg cond, A$25. 

204/223. (1706)  Wilson, Brigadier-General L.C. and Wetherell, Captain H. History of the Fifth Light Horse Regiment, 

AIF, 1914-1919.  Burridge, Perth, nd? (fp1926) Facsimile reprint, (limited ed, this is #30 of 200), 8vo in printed boards,  
nominal roll, casualty lists, fold-out maps at rear, pp232, **the 5th LH served on Gallipoli as infantry and throughout the 
Sinai-Palestine Campaign in their premier role, mint cond and very scarce, A$185. 

204/224. (10118)  Wren, Eric. Randwick to Hargicourt: History of the 3rd Battalion, AIF.  Ronald G. McDonald, Syd-
ney, 1935. 1st ed, large 8vo in fully restored bindings, quarter moroccan and blue buckram in like slipcase, 5 raised 
bands to spine, all titles and decorations gilt, plates, maps, footnotes, nominal roll incl casualty list, complete with 
many photos, pp399, **the 3rd Bn, AIF was raised in NSW and saw active service on Gallipoli, the Western Front. This book was 
deaccessioned from the library of the Official Historian at Victoria Barracks Paddington (could this have been C.E.W himself?), an 
outstanding re-issue of a very valuable unit history, RARE, A$1,200. 

 

World War 2 1939-1945 

 

204/225. (9357)  Ailsby, Christopher. Images of BARBAROSSA: The German Invasion of Russia, 1941.  Ian Allen, 
London, 2001. 1st ed, roy.8vo in d/w, full narrative pictorial, appendices, index, pp224, **on 22 June 1941 Operation 
BARBAROSSA commenced when 3 million men, 3,000 tanks and over 2,000 aircraft invaded Russia. Pity Hitler failed to study 
Napoleon's similar mission in 1812 as it all ended in disaster, vg cond, A$36. 

204/226. (6143)  Altobello, Brian. Into the Shadows Furious: The Brutal Battle of New Georgia.  Presidio, USA, 2000. 
1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, source notes, biblio, index, pp408, **after Guadalcanal, New Georgia was the target. 
The best laid plans of the US 43rd Army and a Marine Brigade were held up by fierce defence and many obstacles. Most of the Japa-
nese defenders were able to escape by sea, vg cond, A$26. 
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204/227. (477)  Arct, B. Sqn Leader. Prisoner of War: My Secret Journal: Stalag Luft 1, Germany 1944-45.  Webb & 
Bower, UK, 1988. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, fully hand-written and hand-drawn in colour, pp153, **the author 
was a Polish airforce pilot shot down over Germany and interned for the rest of the war. His remarkable art work is here to marvel 
at, vg cond and hard to find, A$28. 

204/228. (7437)  Beevor, Antony. Berlin: The Downfall 1945.  Penguin Viking, London, 2003 (fp2002). Repint, thick 8vo 
in card covers, plates and maps, source notes, biblio, index, pp490, **the capture of Berlin saw the most terrifying example of 
fire and sword ever known. Hundreds of thousands died and over 7 million fled west from the terror of the Red Army. The author 
accesses both Allied and Soviet files to write this very credible account, vg cond, A$28. 

204/229. (4232)  Bellair, John. From Snow to Jungle: A History of the 2/3rd Australian Machine Gun Battalion.  Allen 
& Unwin, Sydney, 1987. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, nominal roll and roll of honour, index, appendices, honours 
awards, pp298, **the 2/3rd MG Bn served in North Africa with the 7th Aust Div. On the way home they stopped in at Batavia in 
Java where, after two days of heavy fighting, were captured by the Japanese spending the remainder of the war on the Burma-Thai 
railway as POWs, vg cond, A$85. 

204/230. (2794)  Bender, Roger James. Legion Condor: Uniforms, Organization and History.  Author, 1992. 1st ed, 8vo 
in printed boards, full narrative pictorial, biblio, **the Legion Condor in Spain became the vehicle with which Germany tested 
their new armaments especially the Luftwaffe, vg cond and scarce, A$110. 

204/231. (8076)  Bird, Michael J. The Secret Battalion.  Frederick Muller, London, 1965. 1st ed, small 8vo in price-
clipped d/w, plates, map, pp189, **in March 1944, 470 French Resistance fighters in the High Savoy of France took up arms 
against 10,000 German and Vichy soldiers. This is the story of their heroic but eventually destructive campaign, sl foxing but 
good cond and uncommon, A$32. 

204/232. (2499)  Bn History Ctee. What We Have We Hold!: A History of the 2/17th Australian Infantry Battalion, 1940

-1945.  AMHP, Sydney, 1998.(fp1990) Revised ed, large 8vo in printed boards, plates, maps, illus, nominal roll incl casu-
alty lists etc, index, post war activities of the 2/17RNSWR, pp498, **the 2/17th Bn, a 20th Bde, 9 Division unit, served in the 
Middle East and the New Guinea Campaign; a good unit history, vg cond, A$130. 

204/233. (4137)  Brune, Peter. Those Ragged Bloody Heroes: From the Kokoda Track to Gona Beach 1942.  Allen & 
Unwin, Sydney, 1992. (fp1991). Reprint, trade 8vo in card covers, plates & maps, index, biblio, source notes, **the priva-
tion, courage and determination of Maroubra Force (39th Bn & 21st Brigade) on the Kokoda Track. Their fighting withdrawal 
earned them the ire of Macarthur and Blamey who accused them of 'running like rabbits'. Heroes treated disgracefully. vg cond, 
A$25. 

204/234. (7746)  Campbell, John. Machine Gunners: A History of Six Machine-Gun Battalion, AIF, 1942-1944.  AMHP, 
Sydney, 2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, plates, nominal roll, honour roll, index, pp326, **the 6th MG Bn, AIF 
was raised in NSW and trained at Dapto before serving in the New Guinea Campaign including the Ramu Valley, new, A$60. 

204/235. (3960)  Christensen, George (ed). That's the Way it Was: The History of the 24th Australian Infantry Battal-

ion (AIF) 1939-1945.  Bn Assn, Melbourne, 1982. 1st ed, 8vo in protected  d/w, ex library, (discard stamps only), plates 
and maps, index, nominal rolls, roll of honour, honours and awards, pp **the 24th was one of the very good CMF units that 
stepped up for action during WW2 winning over 200 decorations incl a VC (Ingram), vg cond and scarce, A$150. 

204/236. (3716)  Clarke, Hugh V. Twilight Liberation: Australian Prisoners of War Between Hiroshima and Home.  
Allen and Unwin, Sydney, 1985. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, appendix, pp165, **the story of incarceration in Japan for 
2,400 POWs after Hiroshima, a good story, vg cond, A$28. 

204/237. (7359)  Dickens, Gordon. Never Late: The 2/9th Australian Infantry Battalion, AIF 1939-1945.  AMHP, Syd-
ney, 2005. 1st ed, large 8vi in d/w, plates and maps, appendices, biblio, full nominal roll, casualty list, biblio, index, 
pp445, **the 2/9th was raised in Qld and saw active service in the Middle East (Tobruk and Syria) and the New Guinea Campaign 
at Milne Bay, Shaggy Ridge and later in Borneo, vg cond, A$85. 

204/238. (4734)  Draydon, Allan W. Men of Courage; A History of 2/25th Australian Infantry Battalion, 1940-1945.  
AMHP, Sydney, 2001. (fp2000) 1st ed,  large 8vo in laminated boards,  plates, maps, nominal rolls, honours and awards 
(incl VC citation for Private Richard Kelliher), index, pp382, **the 2/25th saw service with the 7th Division in Syria, New 
Guinea and Borneo, vg cond and hard to find, A$65. 

204/239. (8895)  Duggan, John P. Neutral Ireland and the Third Reich.  The Lilliput Press, Dublin, 1989 (fp1975). Re-
print, trade 8vo in card covers, plate in frontispiece,  appendices, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp295, **a very interesting 
book about the struggle for Ireland to remain neutral in WW2. It gives background to the German-Irish link in WW1 especially Sir 
Roger Casement who was delivered back to Ireland by the U-boat U-19 in 1916, vg cond and not seen before, A$24. 

204/240. (2851)  Foot, M.R.D. & Langley, J.M. MI9: Escape and Evasion 1939-1945.  The Bodley Head, London, 1979. 1st 
ed, 8vo in d/w, fep price clipped,index, appendices, pp365, **the British secret service that fostered escape and evasion 1939-
45 and its American counterpart. vg cond, A$25. 
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204/241. (9202)  Gilbert, Martin. Churchill and the Jews.  McClelland & Stewart, Toronto, 2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/
w, plates & maps, biblio, index, pp359, **Churchill was always a fan of the Jewish people after a visit to Jerusalem in 1921. He 
was impressed with their communal life, energy, self-help and determination. He was a persistent opponent to anti-Semitism warn-
ing even his mother to not make anti-semitic utterances, vg cond, A$34. 

204/242. (6440)  Glenn, John G. Tobruk to Tarakan: The Story of a Fighting Unit, 2/48th Bn, AIF.  Rigby, Adelaide, 
1960. 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, roll of Honour, honours and awards, plates, maps, VC citations (Gurney, Gratwick, 
Kibby and Derrick, DCM), pp300, **the 2/48th Bn, AIF was made up generally of WA and SA members. They fought at Tobruk, 
Palestine, Tel el Eisa, El Alamein, Lae, Sattleberg and Tarakan. Four VCs (the most by a single battalion), good cond and diffi-
cult to find in 1st ed, A$250. 

204/243. (10201)  Gosel, Werner (with Bauermeister, Christian and Mark, Jason (eds). Iron Cross Brigade: Stalingrad, 

Kursk, Bobruik: The Story of Werner Gosel and Sturmgeschutz-Abteilung 244.  Leaping Horseman Books, Sydney, 
2016. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated & illustrated boards, profusely illustrated in b/w, maps, diarised accoiunt, honours 
and awrdsbiblio, index, pp480, **Gosel was initially deployed as a dispatch rider on the staff of this unit on Op Barbarossa. He 
was later commissioned and WIA at Stalingrad, a first hand account of these great carnage battles.  A high quality book as usual 
from Leaping Horseman, new, A$75. 

204/244. (8293)  Grose, Peter. An Awkward Truth: The Bombing of Darwin February 1942.  A&U, Sydney, 2009. 1st 
ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp258, **the raids on Darwin led to the worst death 
toll from any event in Australia. The Japs bombed and strafed three hospitals, flattened shops, offices and police barracks, post office, 
Government House and left the harbour and airfields burning ruins. But there is a darker side which lingers on - looting, de-
sertion and calamitous failure of leadership, new, A$22. 

204/245. (3390)  Hall, Leslie G. The Blue Haze: Incorporating the History of 'A' Force Groups 3 & 5, Burma/Thai Rail-

way 1942-43.  Kangaroo Press, Sydney, 1996. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, illus, pp319, **the cruel deception by 
the Japanese to convince 3,000 POWs in Changi that they were to be exchanged in Timor and instead sent them to work on the 
Burma/Thai railway line, vg cond and now scarce, A$32. 

204/246. (6974)  Hardisty, Sue (ed). Thanks Girls and Goodbye: The Story of the Australian Women's Land Army 

1942-45.  Viking O'Neil, Melbourne, 1990. 1st ed, large 8vo in card covers, signed by the ed, profusely illus, endnotes, 
index, pp231, **in WW2 thousands of women went to work on farms throughout Australia while the men were away fighting. 
They were untrained and inexperienced but did an excellent job in keeping the farms producing. At war's end they were told 'thank 
you girls and good bye' and the men took over the jobs, vg cond, A$25. 

204/247. (8078)  Henning, Peter. Doomed Battalion: The Australian 2/40th Battalion, AIF, 1940-45: Mateship & Lead-

ership in War & Captivity.  Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1995. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, nominal rolls, 
honours and awards, endnotes, index, pp407, **the 2/40th was made up mainly of Tasmanians. It was deployed to garrison 
and airfield in Dutch Timor immediately after the japanese entered WW2. It was a misguided strategy as they were captured a 
week after the fall of Singapore in 1942, vg cond and VERY hard to find, A$85. 

204/248. (9933)  James, Karl. The Hard Slog: Australians in the Bougainville Campaign, 1944-45.  Cambridge Uni 
Press, Melbourne, 2012. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates & maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp319, **the Bougainville 
Campaign was one of the largest and most gruelling campaigns fought by Australian forces in WW2. In less than 12 months over 
500 were KIA and two VCs awarded, vg cond, A$36. 

204/249. (4163)  Johnson, K.T. The History of the 2/11th (City of Perth) Australian Infantry Battalion.  Burridge, Perth, 
2000. 1st ed, 4to in green cloth (lacks d/w), profusely illus, nominal rolls, maps, index, pp289, **not an official battalion 
history per se but a collection of stories from members covering all theatres of war the 2/11th served in. Many were killed or cap-
tured at Retimo in Crete, vg cond, A$65. 

204/250. (7043)  Johnson, Mark. The Silent 7th: An Illustrated History of the 7th Australian Division, 1940-46.  Allen 
& Unwin, Sydney, 2005. 1st ed, large oblong 8vo in d/w, profusely illus plates and maps, source notes, biblio, index, 
pp272, **the 7th fought in some of the most famous Australian battles in WW2: Tobruk, Milne Bay, the Kokoda Track and Buna 
among others. The title comes from the fact that they seemed to be less well recognised and lauded than the 6th and 9th Divs, vg 
cond, now scarce, A$55. 

204/251. (4794)  Jones, Timothy G. Milne Bay Radar: Unit History of the No. 37 Radar Station, 1942-1945.  Australian 
Military History Publications, Loftus, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in illus boards, unique plates, nominal roll, nominal index, ap-
pendices list all Jap bombing raids noted by the radar operators, biblio, pp85, **a concise history of an obscure but vital 
unit of Australians who played such a big part in the Milne Bay Campaign. The author served with this unit and the unique photos 
come from his personal collection, new, A$38. 

204/252. (10277)  Kaltenegger, Roland. (trans from the German) Mountain Troops of the Waffen-SS, 1941-1945.  Schiff-
er Military History, USA, 1995. 1st ed, small 4to in protected d/w, art paper, fully illustrated in b/w, footnotes, pp158, 
**a comprehensive study on the little-known mountain troops of the Waffen-SS, vg cond, A$56. 
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204/253. (5804)  Kidd, Reg & Neal, Ray. The 'Letter' Batteries: The History of the 'Letter' Batteries in World War 2.  
Authors, NSW, 1998. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, chronologies of each Battery, index, pp415, **the story of the 
19 batteries (named alphabetically) of coastal artillery in the Australian Army using 155mm guns and 150cm searchlights. It was 
all US Army equipment supplied by McArthur in order to protect vital ports and supply lines, new cond and now scarce, A$40. 

204/254. (4643)  Laffin, John. Forever Forward: The History of the 2/31st Australian Infantry Battalion, 2nd AIF 1940-

45.  AMHP, Sydney 2002 (fp1994). Reprint, large 8vo in laminated boards, plates, maps, nominal roll, roll of honour, 
index, pp333, **the 2/31st fought in Syria New Guinea and Borneo; a good unit history, new cond,, A$75. 

204/255. (10278)  Lucas, James. Battle Group: The Story of Germany's Fearsome Shock Troops.  Rigel, London, 2004 
(fp1993). Reprint, 8vo in protected d/w, plates, biblio, index, pp192, **the troops who made Germany's Blitzkrieg work so 
successfully but to no avail in the end, vg cond, A$26. 

204/256. (9995)  MacDonald, Callum, The Killing of Reinhard Heydrich: The SS 'Butcher of Prague'.  The Free Press, 
NY, 1989. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, appendices, index, pp239, **Heydrich was as-
sassinated by two Czech exiles (Gabcic & Kubis) in Prague on 27 May 1942. They were ruthlessly hunted down an killed along 
with hundreds of others. Heydrich was close to the worst Nazi of them all, good riddance, vg cond, A$35. 

204/257. (4698)  Masel, Philip. The Second 28th: The Story of a Famous Battalion of the Ninth Australian Division.  
Assn, Perth, 2000 (fp1961). 3rd ed, large 8vo in mint d/w, plates and maps, full nominal rolls, (1st ed lacked the rolls), 
honours and awards, appendices, index, pp390, **the 2/28th Bn, AIF was heavily involved in the campaigns of the Middle 
East and then in New Guinea (Scarlett Beach Finschafen, Busu) and, Borneo (Labuan, Beaufort), new cond and now out of 
print and scarce, A$145. 

204/258. (10087)  Maynard, Roger. Ambon: The Truth About one of the Most Brutal POW Camps in World War 2 and 

the Triumph of the Aussie Spirit.  Hachette, , Sydney, 2014. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp334, **the story of Gull Force, 1150 men many from the 2/21st Bn, AIF who were over run on the Indone-
sian island of Ambon. Barely 300 survived after 3 years of hellish privation and brutality, vg cond, A$28. 

204/259. (8115)  McAulay, Lex. The Battle of the Bismarck Sea, 3 March 1943.  Banner Books, Qld, 2008. 1st ed,  8vo in 
d/w, plates, map, appendices, glossary, biblio, index, pp262, **30 minutes that changed the balance of power in New Guinea. 
A battle for land forces, fought at sea, won by air. new, A$34. 

204/260. (6426)  Moffitt, Athol. Project Kingfisher.  A&R Books, Sydney, 1989. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, 
maps and illus, chronology of Project Kingfisher, notes, biblio, index, pp306, **Project Kingfisher was a secret operation 
planned to rescue the Sandakan POWs in North Borneo. McArthur, however, did not release the planes and resources to mount the 
operation leading to the death march catastrophe, vg cond, A$26. 

204/261. (7018)  Oakes, Bill. Muzzle Blast: Six Years of War with the 2/2nd Australian Machine Gun Battalion.  
AMHP, Sydney, 2002 (fp1980). Reprint, oblong 8vo in laminated boards, spine sunned, profusely illus, maps, full nomi-
nal roll, honours and awards, roll of honour, pp301, **the 2/2nd MG Bn, AIF served at El Alamein, the New Guinea Cam-
paign and Borneo, vg cond, A$60. 

204/262. (6805)  Ollif, Lorna. Women in Khaki.  Ollif Publishing, Sydney, 1981. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, biblio, chap-
ter notes, index, pp335, **the author's own war history as Pte Lorna Box who joined the Australian Women's Army Service 
(AWAS) for the duration. Lorna served as a Driver, in Military Intelligence in New Guinea and Borneo where she was posted to a 
Civil Affairs unit, vg cond, A$32. 

204/263. (1231)  Perrin, Alex. The Private War of the Spotters: A History of the New Guinea Air Warning Wireless 

Company, Feb 1942 - Apr 1945.  Assn, Victoria, 1990. 1st ed, 8vo in good mylar prot d/w, plates, illus & maps, nominal 
roll, index, pp294, vg cond, A$48. **the Spotters Company was a most highly decorated Signals unit winning an MBE, ten 
MMs and ten MIDs for rescuing or burying over 200 downed airmen in the islands in WW2, vg cond and very hard to find, 
A$52. 

204/264. (9980)  Peters, Mike & Buist, Luuk. Glider Pilots at Arnhem.  Pen & Sword Military, UK, 2010 (fp2009). Re-
print, large 8vo on d/w, plates & maps, chapter notes, appendicesnominal and casualty rolls, biblio, index, pp356, **the 
men of the Glider Pilot Regiment (GPR) and their experiences at Arnhem. They suffered the highest casualty rates of any 1st Air-
borne Division unit, vg cond, A$45. 

204/265. (10149)  Psychoundakis, George.(translated from the Greek by Patrick Leigh Fermoy). The Cretan Runner: His 

Story of the German Occupation.  Folio Society, London, 2009 (fp1955). Reprint, 8vo hard-back in slip-case, maps on 
inside covers, portrait in frontispiece, plates and drawings, index, pp225, **a story of the harrowing war waged against the 
German occupiers in the mountains of Crete in WW2 and their close relationship with Allied forces in particular SOE, as new 
cond, A$45. 

204/266. (8868)  Showalter, Dennis. Hitler's Panzers: The Lightning Attacks That Revolutionized Warfare.  Berkley 
Caliber, NY, 2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, maps, index, pp390, **a comprehensive and unbiased study of Nazi Germany's 
armoured forces. Based on a detailed history of the theory, strategy, myths and realities of Germany's technologically innovative 
approach to warfare, vg cond, A$38. 
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204/267. (176)  Slim, Field-Marshall Sir William, Unofficial History.  Cassell, London, 1960 (fp1959). 4th ed, 8vo in pr/cl  
d/w, fold-out maps, pp242, **what an excellent writer he was, this is a great read. It was Slim who said 'Wars are generally 
fought up-hill, at night, in the rain and at the junction of 4 maps which are 300 yards out!' vg cond and becoming scarce, A$26. 

204/268. (4510)  Smith, LtCol Neil, AM. Worth a Mention: Members of the Australian Army Mentioned in Despatches 

in World War Two.  Mostly Unsung, Melbourne, 1994. 1st ed, 4to in or.cl, signed by author, full alpha listing of all re-
cipients, pp111, **a very useful reference, new, A$32. 

204/269. (6367)  Trigellis-Smith, S. Britain to Borneo: A History of the 2/32nd Australian Infantry Battalion.  Battalion, 
Assn, Sydney, 1993. 1st ed, large 8vo in good  d/w, inscr in fep, plates and maps, full nominal roll, battle casualty list, 
honours and awards (with citations), biblio, index, pp386, **the 2/32nd Bn, AIF, 25th Bde, served at Tobruk, El Alamein and 
the New Guinea and Borneo Campaigns; an excellent unit history, vg cond and now very hard to find, A$240. 

204/270. (4884)  Trigellis-Smith, S. All the King's Enemies: A History of the 2/5th Australian Infantry Battalion.  
AMHP, Sydney, 2010 (fp1988). Reprint, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, nominal roll, honours and awards (with citations), 
honour roll plus WIA list, index, pp423, **the title has special significance as the Battalion actually did fight 'all the King's 
enemies' - the Italians in Libya, the Germans in Greece, the Vichy French in Syria and the Japanese in New Guinea, a Victorian 
unit part of 17th Brigade, 6th Div, new cond, A$85. 

204/271. (7807)  Tsouras, Peter (ed). Panzers on the Eastern Front: General Erhard Raus and his Panzer Divisions in 

Russia 1941-1945.  Greenhill Books, London, 2002. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, illustrations, maps, appendices, biblio, 
index, pp253, **this is an English edited version of General Erhard Raus's Panzer opertions on Operation Barbarossa. He was a 
brilliant exponent of blitzkrieg, vg cond, A$34. 

204/272. (10271)  von Mantueffel, Hasso. The 7th Panzer Division: An Illustrated History of Rommel's "Ghost Divi-

sion" 1938-1945.  Schiffer, USA, 2000. 1st ed, small 4to in protected d/w, fully illustrated with captions in both German 
and English, pp160, **the 7th was one of the most outstanding German armoured divisions in WW2. The French named it 'the 
Ghost Diions' as it had the uncanny knack of appearing where least expected, vg cond, A$75. 

204/273. (5942)  Wall, Don. Singapore and Beyond: The Story of the Men of the 2/20th Battalion.  Don Wall, Sydney, 
1985. 1st ed,  large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps and illus, appendices list rolls of various 'forces', pp377, **the 
2/20th Bn, AIF, 8th Division was captured on Singapore - very few survived and none from the Sandakan death marches; a good 
unit history and a harrowing story, vg cond, A$85. 

204/274. (1744)  Wall, Don. Abandoned? Australians at Sandakan 1945.  Don Wall, NSW, 1990. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, 
plates and maps, biblio, notes, index, pp152, **describes the events which contributed to the terrible fate of the Australian 8th 
Division POWs at Sandakan in North Borneo in WW2, vg cond, A$32. 

204/275. (6295)  Whiting, Charles. Ardennes: The Secret War.  Spellmount, UK, 2001 (fp 1984). Reprint, 8vo in d/w, 
plates, biblio, index, pp196, **Hitler's last throw of the dice; the German assault with 600,000 men on the US Army line in the 
Belgian Ardennes. Otto Skorzeny and his special forces caused havoc behind the lines wearing US uniforms and driving US vehi-
cles; all to no avail, shelf wear else vg cond, A$30. 

204/276. (7228)  Whiting, Charles. West Wall: The Battle for Hitler's Siegfried Line, September 1944 - March 1945.  
Spellmount, UK, 1999. 1st Eng ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp199, **vol 1 in the Sieg-
fried Line Series. The 'Great Wall of Germany' was built as a last resort but proved little more effective than the Maginot Line in 
France although it held out for 6 months along 350 miles costing 250,000 Allied lives, vg cond, A$28. 

204/277. (5162)  Williamson, Gordon. SS - The Blood-Soaked Soil: The Battles of the Waffen-SS.  Blitz Editions, UK, 
1999 (fp1995). Reprint, Roy. 8vo in d/w and mylar, fully illus with plates, maps and diagrams, appendix lists Order of 
Battle of the Waffen-SS, biblio, index, pp192, **a very good overview of the Waffen-SS's (Hitlers 'Praetorian Guard') battles, 
training,personnel, indoctrination and atrocities, led by such men as 'Sepp' Dietrich, Joachim Peiper and 'Papa' Hauser, vg cond, 
A$28. 

204/278. (2332)  Wood, Alan The Glider Soldiers: A History of British Military Glider Forces.  Spellmount, UK, 1992. 
1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, index, biblio, rolls, maps, tables, **the Germans showed how to use gliders in action at Eben Emael 
in Belgium in 1940. They were used in Norway, Sicily and Burma and finally in Arnhem and the crossing of the Rhine. Also an 
important element of the D-Day invasion, vg cond and hard to find, A$30. 

204/279. (9448)  Yahara, Colonel Hiromichi. The Battle For Okinawa: A Japanese Officer's Eyewitness Account of the 

Last Great Campaign of World War 2.  John Wiley & Sons, Inc, NY, 1995. (trans from the Japanese). 1st US (English) 
ed, large 8vo in good d/w, plates & maps, POW interrogation reports at rear, index, pp245, **the small island of Okinawa 
was the scen of the final, bloody showdown between Japanese and American Armies in the long and brutal war in the Pacific. Oki-
nawa was the last stepping stone for the American on the way to Japan - so the Japanese dug in and literally fought to the death, 
vg cond, A$28. 

 


